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Editorial
Dear Reader,

4) Gun Control – Remove the ability to defend
themselves from the Government. That way you
As we go to press, the
are able to create a police state.
destruction of our CaucasianHebrew nations continues apace.
5) Welfare – Take control of every aspect of their
Not many will know that the
lives (Food, Housing, and Income)
principle architect of these
policies was the late Saul Alinsky (left).
6) Education – Take control of what people read
It is interesting to note that since this man’s dark and listen to – take control of what children learn
deeds have been exposed by the alternative in school.
media, the UK main political parties have
removed all mention of him from their websites. 7) Religion – Remove the belief in the God from
Below is a summary of his policy which is now the Government and schools
being implemented.
8) Class Warfare – Divide the people into the
How to create a social state by Saul Alinsky
wealthy and the poor. This will cause more
discontent and it will be easier to take (Tax) the
There are 8 levels of control that must be ob- wealthy with the support of the poor.
tained before you are able to create a social state.
We look forward to the day when Yahweh will
The first is the most important.
remove the tares from the midst of us. That day
1) Healthcare – Control healthcare and you cannot be long now!
control the people
Editor
2) Poverty – Increase the Poverty level as high
thenewensign@gmail.com
as possible, poor people are easier to control and
will not fight back if you are providing everyThis magazine is for private subscription only
thing for them to live.
and is not in any way connected to The Ensign
Message Magazine which is a totally separate
3) Debt – Increase the debt to an unsustainable
entity.
level. That way you are able to increase taxes,
and this will produce more poverty.
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Answers to Objections About Israel
Being Exclusive (5)
Arnold Kennedy

1. 22. THE
LORD’S
PRAYER

stand. The “Israel of God” means the
“Israel of the Supreme Divinity”. It says
nothing about God being the God of all
the races. This book of Galatians is written to them that were under the Law, that
is to Israel. There will be those who say
that there is now a spiritual Israel as well
as a natural Israel, as a way of promoting
universal salvation, but this is not valid.

W

HEN we pray as Jesus 24. “STRANGERS CAN BECOME
taught, OUR Father which
AS ISRAELITES”.
art in heaven, hallowed be
Thy Name, THY KINGDOM come, what
It is claimed by many that the word
are we saying?
strangers indicates other than Israelites.
· Is the pronoun our referring to all races
In the Book of Peter we find this Apostle
or to Israel?
to the circumcision writes to strangers
· Is God ever called the Father of races scattered as also does James, in the first
other than Israel?
verse of his book. The Strangers scat· Is Thy Kingdom ever other than the tered, contains the same word that is used
Kingdom over which the King of Israel in James, who addresses his book to the
Twelve Tribes. Please look this up and
will reign?
make sure about this. So these strangers
A close examination will indicate that the
are still the Twelve Tribes!
particular “Father” referred to is Our
Father, the One in The Heavens. It is not
“their” father. Jesus said that the father of If any want to consider this matter further
“The Jews” was the Devil-[John 8].
they can find that looking at the word
pilgrim as used by Peter will help. This is
exactly the same word that is translated
23. “THE ISRAEL OF GOD”- [Gal
as stranger in 1 Peter 1:1. The words,
6:16]
pilgrims and strangers, also appear in
Hebrews 11:13 which clearly isolates
It is common to hear that The Israel of them as being Hebrews [that is, Israel]. A
God means The Church. This statement chapter of “The Exclusiveness of Israel”
is used as a basis for sermons about uni- entitled Pilgrims, Strangers and Israel
versal salvation. It is so easy to make a examines this in more detail. This again
wrong statement and then use that state- is the language of the Old Testament
ment as a foundation. But being based on where David says:
a wrong foundation, this doctrine cannot
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Psalm 39:12 ... for I am a stranger with 1 Peter 2:10 Which in time past were not
thee, and a sojourner, as all my fathers a people, but are now the people of God:
were.
which had not obtained mercy, but now
have obtained mercy.
My fathers gives immediate racial identity. But, further to this, the Hebrew
words used for stranger and sojourner
are: Ger meaning a stranger (an unknown
person) of ones own blood, tribe, or race.
Toshav meaning only a pilgrim or a temporary resident, and one who has no
rights OR KINSHIP in any way at all
with the people of the land in which they
have taken temporary residence. In this
Psalm, David is saying that he is a
stranger away from his home with God
and he has no kinship with any other race
around him. Peter make this same distinction. 1 Peter 1:2 Elect according to
the foreknowledge of God the Father.

In Hosea and Peter, the not a people
refers to the same people and hence cannot be non-Israelite “Gentiles”. Peter
would have had trouble in convincing the
Judeans that they had become not a people at some past time.
25. JESUS IS NOW THE KING
OVER EVERYONE.
Remember how God said that David
would never want for a descendant upon
his throne until Jesus came to take this
throne?
Jer 33:17 For thus saith the Lord; David
shall never want for a man to sit upon the
throne of the house of Israel.
At the time of Jesus, the throne of the
Kingdom of Judah and Solomon’s line
had long gone from Judea. The throne
must therefore be manifest somewhere
else and within the ten tribes headed by
Ephraim. The Epistles are in full accord
with the Law, The Psalms and the Prophets. But they are not in accord with tradition!

In Chapter 2 of “The Exclusiveness of
Israel” this word “elect” and the elect
nation, are those whom God is saying
that He “foreknew” in the Old Testament. Rom 11:2 God has not cast away
his people which he foreknew. 1 Peter
2:10 goes on to quote from Hosea,
(which is a book dealing primarily with
the ten-tribed House of Israel).

The people to whom Peter was writing
had a King [1 Peter 2:13 and 1 Peter
2:17]. This again confirms that these
people were not the Judeans, although
they were Israelites. The people addressed had a king they were to honour.
Peter tells us who they were racially. The
indicators are given in the expressions an
Holy [that is, set-apart] nation and a peculiar people as pointed out in the earlier.
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‘them’ in I will bless them is plural,
whereas the ‘him’ in I will curse him is
singular. The Hebrew allows for two
possible translations of be blessed, namely: 1 may be blessed in, or by, association
with thee, and 2 may bless themselves [as
The major source of error in these bless- the RV footnote says].
ing passages is what
we mean by certain
words. Some awkward questions could be posed
We have dif- here if it was to be taken that all nations
ferent words had the meaning of “every race on earth”:
translated as
earth and
1. If those who curse Abraham are
the ground,
cursed, how could those so cursed
countries
be part of all nations that were to be
and the land,
blessed?
and also this oc2. Were the Egyptians blessed or
curs with the words
cursed through Israel’s presence
translated nations, families and kindreds.
during their captivity and also in the
Although an extensive technical Hebrew
Exodus?
language exposition is beyond the scope
of this paper, there are things that need to
be pointed out. Originally Abraham was
3. When the Children of Israel went
told to go from his father’s house unto an
into the Promised Land, they were
eretz that God would show him. If eretz
told to exterminate all the Canaanite
here is the whole Earth, then Abraham
nations. Was not that an unusual
must have gone to another planet! Abraway of blessing the Canaanites? Afham was told all The ‘Earth’ which thou
ter all, they were supposed to be
seeth, I will give thee. He was told to
part of all nations. Likewise
arise and walk through the earth.
Amalek was to be exterminated.
26. “IN THEE SHALL ALL
NATIONS BE BLESSED” [And all the “families of the Earth”
being blessed in Abraham]

Did he walk across the whole globe? So
we have to ask if this ‘earth’ is the whole
earth or the Promised Land. It is not all
the ‘eretzs of all the races on earth. Abraham was told to get himself out of his
present earth and to go to THE earth.
There are many references that give confirmation of the meaning. THE earth
does not mean the whole globe, but rather that portion belonging to the particular
area or person under consideration.
Contrary to popular presentation, we
must note that in Genesis 12:3, the

4. In Deut 23:6, God commanded
Israel that they should not seek the
peace or the prosperity of the Ammonites and the Moabites right up
to the end of the age. Ezra 9:12
indicates similar treatment of the
non-Israelites in the land. This is
hardly a blessing on those nations,
is it?
5. When The House of Judah was in
captivity in Babylon, is there any
evidence of Israel being a blessing
to Babylon?
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6. When the House of Israel was in
captivity in Assyria, did this make
the Assyrians blossom?

Israel and Judah were scattered among
all nations, but are these other nations to
be blessed? Jeremiah does not agree.

7. In prophecy why are all the forecasts concerning non-Israel nations
always detailing them as being servants to Israel and for them to perish
if they refuse this destiny? This is so
right up to the end of the age.

Jer 30:11 ¼ though I make a full end of
all nations whither I have scattered
thee, yet I will not make a full end of thee
Jeremiah repeats this in Jer 46:28, addressing this to Jacob.

8. The promise to Abraham was to
“ALL” nations without any exceptions. “All” cannot include those
who are cursed and those God says
that He hates. Hence “all” means all
the nations of Israel.
Throughout Scripture, Israel was to dwell
alone and shall not be reckoned among
the nations [Num 23:9]. Prophecy sustains this to the end.
In all these Scriptures we can see the
unique place of Israel among the other
nations. This continues after Jesus reDaniel 7:27 And the kingdom and dominturns and Israel reigns with God over the
ion, and the greatness of the kingdom
other nations. Finally there will be no
under the whole heaven, shall be given to
more death. What a blessing! The blessthe people of the saints of the most High,
ing is either given by this seed, or by the
whose kingdom is an everlasting kingAct of God..
dom, and all dominions shall serve him.
Isaiah 60:12 For the nation and kingdom
Steven Books
that will not serve thee shall perish; yea,
those nations shall be utterly wasted.
Zech 14:16,17 And it shall come to pass,
that every one that is left of all the nations which came up against Jerusalem
shall even go up from year to year to
worship the King, the Lord of hosts, and
to keep the feast of tabernacle. And it
shall be that whoso will not come up of
all the families of the earth unto Jerusalem to worship the King, the Lord of
hosts, even upon them shall be no rain.

League Enterprises
27. Old Gloucester Street
London
WC1N 3XX

For books by identity authors –
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria Splinter
and Richard Porter plus many
other subjects and difficult to
obtain books.
http://www.stevenbooks.co.uk/category/341/Religion
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Lunar Reckoning Proven False
By
Eli James
Lunar Reckoning
Proven False
Eli James

L

ADIES and
Gentlemen:
Since I have
made my living as a
Bible scholar by doing
word studies, showing
that the original Hebrew and Greek often
contradict the English translations, I have
decided to use a similar technique in sorting out
the validity of the lunar versus solar calendars.
According to a particular school of lunar
reckoning, every month MUST begin with a
NEW MOON and every 1st, 8th, 15th, 22nd and
29th day of EVERY MONTH is therefore a
Sabbath. The Solar Advocates teach that this is
true ONLY of the FIRST Month and the
SEVENTH month, as the Bible specifically says
this of these two months, but it nowhere says this
about any of the other months. The lunar
advocates simply ASSUME that what is true of
the first and seventh months is true of all the
other months.

the second month after their departing out of the
land of Egypt.
2 And the whole congregation of the children of
Israel murmured against Moses and Aaron in the
wilderness:
3 And the children of Israel said unto them,
Would to God we had died by the hand of the
LORD in the land of Egypt, when we sat by the
flesh pots, and when we did eat bread to the full;
for ye have brought us forth into this wilderness,
to kill this whole assembly with hunger.
This verse clearly shows that the children of
Israel were TRAVELLING on this 15th day of
the SECOND month. If it were a Sabbath, they
would have been resting, not travelling, and
should have stopped travelling on the previous
day, to observe the supposed Sabbath rest on the
next day, which was the 15th day of the second
month. According to this particular type of lunar
reckoning, the 15th day MUST BE A
SABBATH IN EVERY MONTH. However,
from this passage, the 15th day is NOT a Sabbath
in the 2nd month.
Numbers 1:1

Now, we all agree that our principles must be
based on what the Bible teaches. If an issue
cannot be resolved from Scripture, then we must
go to other Israelite scriptures and to reason,
science and history.

1 And the LORD spake unto Moses in the
wilderness of Sinai, in the tabernacle of the
congregation, on the first day of the second
month, in the second year after they were come
out of the land of Egypt, saying,

One lunar advocate recently issued a public
challenge for anyone to disprove that this lunar 2 Take ye the sum of all the congregation of the
reckoning is true for every month.
children of Israel, after their families, by the
house of their fathers, with the number of their
I now claim this prize, as I will now provide names, every male by their polls;
FOUR EXAMPLES, from Scripture, which
disprove this lunar reckoning:
3 From twenty years old and upward, all that are
able to go forth to war in Israel: thou and Aaron
Exodus 16
shall number them by their armies.
1 And they took their journey from Elim, and
all the congregation of the children of Israel
came unto the wilderness of Sin, which is
between Elim and Sinai, on the fifteenth day of

Numbers 1:1 tells us that, on the First Day of the
Second Month, the Israelites were taking a
census. If it were a Sabbath, it should have been
a day of rest.
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Numbers 1:17-19

I do not see how any Lunar Sabbath reckoning
can overcome the evidence of these verses.

17 And Moses and Aaron took these men which
are expressed by their names:
In addition, here is scientific proof that the moon
DOES NOT “divide the day from the night”
18 And they assembled all the congregation (Gen. 1:14), as the Moonies also claim:
together on the first day of the second month,
and they declared their pedigrees after their http://www.enchantedlearning.com/subjects/ast
families, by the house of their fathers, according ronomy/moon/Phases.shtml
to the number of the names, from twenty years
old and upward, by their polls.
Here is a direct quote from this article, which
describes the moon’s skyward path in great detail:
19 As the LORD commanded Moses, so he
numbered them in the wilderness of Sinai
"The moon rises and sets every day, appearing
on the horizon just like the sun. The time depends
This is the same day as the census. Instead of on the phase of the moon. It rises about 30 to 70
resting on this day, they were also declaring their minutes later each day than the previous day, so
pedigrees. They should have been at home the moon is out during daytime as often is it's
resting or in the Temple reading Torah. out at night."
Therefore, this first day of the second month
Since
the
was NOT a Sabbath.
moon spends
half of its time
Ezra 10:15-17
in the daytime
sky, it cannot
15 Only Jonathan the son of Asahel and Jahaziah
be said to
the son of Tikvah were employed about this
divide the day
matter: and Meshullam and Shabbethai the
from the night.
Levite helped them.
The sun rules
the day and
16 And the children of the captivity did so. And
Ezra the priest, with certain chief of the fathers, the stars rule the night. I know Psalm 136:8-9
after the house of their fathers, and all of them says that the sun rules the day and the moon and
by their names, were separated, and sat down in stars rule the night; but the moon’s “rule”
the first day of the tenth month to examine the (Hebrew: memsheleth, meaning “dominion”) is
dependent upon its being in the night sky, in
matter.
addition to the stars. Nowhere does the Bible
17 And they made an end with all the men that say that the moon, by itself rules the night. Gen.
had taken strange wives by the first day of the 1:16 does not mention the moon either. That is
first month.
a false inference, which is based on words which
were ADDED to the text by the translators, who
Instead of resting on this “Lunar Sabbath were assuming the Babylonian Jewish lunar
Day,” they were examining the matter of mixed reckoning was accurate. That’s why they added
marriages. Therefore, the 1st day of the tenth the words, “He made” and “also,” which DO
month is not a Sabbath either. In contrast, Verse NOT OCCUR in the Hebrew text. Even if the
17 tells us that they had completed their lunar-reckoners were correct in their
expulsions of the men with strange wives "by the interpretation of Psalm 136:9, they would need
first day of the first month," which IS a Sabbath; a second witness which clearly says the same
and they were not performing this work on this thing. There is no such second witness.
Sabbath Day. So, the whole process took three
months, resting from this task on the weekly Let’s hear what the Moonies have to say about
Sabbath days, none of which were lunar months, these proofs!!
and none of which had anything to do with
Also, I could sure use the ten grand!!!
observing new moons.
The End OS18561
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The Christmas Season - A Pagan Holiday Exposed (3)
Kenneth W. Lent
overthrow their altars, and break their pillars,
Decorating the Tree and burn their groves with fire; and ye shall hew
down the graven images of their gods, and
"The Christmas Tree destroy the names of them out of that place."
originated in Egypt (Deut.12:2,3)
because it was used
in connection with the
"But draw near hither, ye sons of the sorceress,
festival of the goddess
the seed of the adulterer and the whore. Against
Isis" (From the book:
whom do ye sport yourselves? against whom
"1001 Christmas Facts
make ye a wide mouth, and draw out the tongue?
and
Fancies",
A.C.
are ye not children of transgression, a seed of
Hottes, page 155)
falsehood, enflaming yourselves with idols
under every green tree, slaying the children in
"Though intimately associated with Christianity,
the valleys under the clifts of the rocks?" (Isaiah
the Christmas tree has a pagan origin. Many
57:3-5)
pagan cultures cut down evergreen trees in
December and moved them into the home or
Yahweh says "Enough of this", and because of
temple to recognize the winter solstice, which
the above He then warns those who trust in Him
occurs sometime between December 20 and 23."
that we are never to learn ( partake of) the
heathen custom of tree cutting and decorating it
From the Article: "Christmas Tree, O Christmas with shiny bobbles with the Moloch star on top.
Tree, Your branches green delight us" The The implications and graphic murderous history
Canadian Encyclopedia, 2004 Historica of this former child abuse perversion is too much
Foundation of Canada
for the Holy Spirit within a Christian believer's
heart to entertain. Yahweh tells us "STOP":
LTHOUGH we could spend much time "LEARN NOT THE WAY OF THE
documenting endless sources testifying HEATHEN --- for one cutteth a tree out of the
to the fact that the evergreen tree in forest --- they deck it with silver, and with gold,
religion predates the Christian era by thousands they fasten it with nails and hammers, that it not
of years, the important fact to absorb is that its move --- they are altogether brutish and foolishuse is always non-Scriptural and always heathen. --" (Jeremiah 10:2-8 KJV. Note: Christmas
The truth seeker needs only to go to the local supporters in the churches have tampered with
library or do a "web search" to be inundated with this verse to change it from "tree decorating" to
historical documentation of the pagan origins of merely wooden idol use. Newer Bibles purposely
the Christmas tree. The decorated evergreen tree obscure the text. In the original Hebrew language
has been everything from fertility phallic this verse is aimed at the tree cult.)
symbols, to appeasements of "spirits", to the
embodiment of supposed deities. However, the Yahweh says:
worst of the unimaginable is connected with the
memory of the ancient cult of green tree "I HATE, I DESPISE YOUR FEAST DAYS
adornment. Untold numbers of innocent children --- ye have borne the tabernacle of your Moloch
were offered up by child sacrificial rites to these and Chiun your images, THE STAR OF YOUR
pagan idols under the trees. This angered our GOD, WHICH YE HAVE MADE TO
God so much that He ordered our faithful YOURSELVES" (Amos 5:21-26)
ancestors to destroy this form of worship
because of its inherent evil:
Please note that Yahweh God Almighty does not

A

"Ye shall utterly destroy all the places, wherein
the nations which ye shall possess served their
gods, upon the high mountains, and upon the
hills, and under every green tree: And ye shall

say "Stop killing children, but it's ok to keep on
using idols and decorating green trees." He says
in effect, as we would read it today, "I totally
HATE these memorials of these disgusting
brutish people and what they have done --- DO
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NOT from here on out even think of cutting a heavens" by taking to his sled and flying with
tree and decorating it if you are a follower of Me, "god-like" power. Of course this is all symbolic,
but important nevertheless. To be "on top of the
God Almighty!"
world" as we know means to be in charge. From
We have a choice. Are we going to cave in to it's perspective of a sphere, if one would be on
whining family, friends, and church goers who "top" (to rule, be in charge) of the Earth, it would
have no convictions, and in fact flee from the present a picture of being on "the North" of the
truth? Or are we going to thank Yahweh God world as if sitting on a throne. The Bible says
that He has led a few, by His mercy, to this of Yahweh Almighty:
knowledge that enlightens the heart to serve Him
"It is He that sitteth upon the circle of the earth,
with gladness?
and the inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers;
that stretcheth out the heavens as a curtain, and
spreadeth them out as a tent to dwell in" (Isaiah
Who is Santa Claus?
40:22) Other verses that connect Yahweh with
Since we have now seen that Christmas never the North are Ezk. 1:4; Ex.26:35; Psalm.48:2.
did have anything to do with Yet today Santa is the person famous for living
the birth of Jesus in at the "North Pole" and most people have never
the
Scriptures known that the Scriptures symbolically place
(who was born in God Almighty there. Santa also cries "Ho,Ho" as
the Fall of the does Yahweh (Zech.2:6), and attempts to mimic
year), we may God with the following verses that speak of
want to discover Yahweh/Jesus: Has white hair (Rev.1:14); Has a
precisely
what twinkle in his eye (Rev. 1:14, 2:18); Calls all
god it is that is children to him (Matt. 19:14, Luke 18:16); The
really
being hour of his coming is a mystery (Luke 12:40;
worshiped
at Mark 13:33; Matt.24:36); Tells us to be good for
Christmas. This brings us to goodness sake (Phil.2:13,14); Gives gifts on the
the personality of the Yule basis of a list (Matt.25:21; Rev. 21:27; 22:14);
Season itself embodied --- Asks children to obey parents (Eph. 6:1; Prov.
Santa Claus. Other than the 6:20; Col. 3:20); Can rapidly visit the world's
obvious play on letters nations in one day(2 Peter 3:8; Isa.47:9) Adding
involved between S-A-N-T-A all this up we see that just like the king of
and S-A-T-A-N, is there any evidence of just Babylon in Isaiah 14:14, so has Santa declared
who this magical gift bearing elf really is? Who "I will be like the Most High". Does Santa have
does the Bible warn us about that seeks to be like a Babylonian connection?
the Most High Yahweh God, but yet is a
deceiving counterfeit? Let's examine the wisdom The above right is a picture of an engraving of
of our Father's Word to solve this puzzle.
the Babylonian/Assyrian god "Nimrod" over
4000 years old (source book: "The Two
Yahweh says -- "That thou shalt take up this Babylons" by Alexander Hislop, 1916, England,
proverb against the king of Babylon, and say, page 47). This is the original "Santa Claus"
How hath the oppressor ceased! the golden city complete with long beard, fancy garb, deer, fir
ceased! --- For thou hast said in thine heart, I tree, and ability of flight (wings). Nimrod was
will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne the founder of Babel/Babylon (Gen.10:8-11) and
above the stars of God: I will sit also upon the his progeny built the city of Nineveh. As the
mount of the congregation, in the sides of the original founder of Babylon, Nimrod was deified
north: I will ascend above the heights of the after his death and became the central figure of
clouds; I will be like the most High." (Isaiah 14: the Babylonian religion as its "spirit father".
verses 4 & 13-14)
Therefore, Nimrod is the symbolic "deity King"
of collective Babylonian rule. This civilization
This "king of Babylon" wants to be exalted like spawned the hierarchy of Babylonian priests and
God and has said that he will ascend and be "in system of worship, which system was (and is) a
the North"? We are told the fable that Santa religious government based on totalitarian
"lives at the North Pole" and can "ascend to the statism, void of all relationship with Yahweh
( Page 10 )

God of the Bible and "God given rights". Under
the system of Nimrod (the first Santa) all
privileges (gifts) come from the state with only
state sanctioned religion being permitted to
amuse the people. Nimrod Babylonianism is the
world's largest cult passed down through
centuries of history by its adherents.
Today, our children are
schooled from young to
look to the Nimrod false
religious system for their
hope, instead of learning
about the laws and
blessings of Yahweh in
His Only Begotten Son,
Jesus Christ, the King of
Kings. As soon as they
are born, Babylon's
system deems a child to
be called a "BABY"
(property of Babylon)
and issues the infant a state society number
(SS#). Santa (Nimrod) sits on his department
store throne while children are told he is real and
that he is the true hope of gifts.
The children are trained to climb up to Nimrod
and beg for gifts, not knowing this is all a facade,
and they are being lied to. Parents who
themselves think they have matured to "outgrow
a cute childhood phase" little understand that
they themselves still beg from Nimrod's dead
system --collective antiGod statism controlled
by falsehoods on all levels. The religious
Christmas Santa is a false hope encouraged by
Babylon's society, while the liberty of the Gospel
of Christ's Kingdom is suppressed and avoided.

Such is the story of Christmas and what its
symbols represent. Christmas is not Christian,
and never was!

Yes, Santa Claus’ portrayal is actually that of
Nimrod an ancient enemy of God Almighty and
His people. Plus we need to realize that
symbolism shows where the heart is. The many
pagan origins of Christmas, as set forth in this
study, are still being expressed today by the
decorations we see on this holiday – all across
America and even the world. Now more than
ever it is time for true Christians to come out
from the entrapments of the ways of the world
which cause a separation between themselves
and God Almighty. Yahweh God Almighty
beckons us:
"Wherefore come out from among them, and be
ye separate, saith Yahweh, and touch not the
unclean thing; and I will receive you, And will
be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons
and daughters, saith Yahweh Almighty." (2
Corinthians 6:17,18)
God has great love for His children. It is much
better to be a son or daughter of the one true
Living God than to be a slave to the world and
its many falsehoods. Please pray concerning
God’s Word and the historical facts of what you
have just read. If you are still celebrating the
Roman State Christ-Mass ask God for strength
to stop and to enter into His blessings. He will
not let you down. Praise Jesus Christ our Savior
and King.
The End OS21495

Harold Stough Notes
The Hill O Mary Stanes

R

IGHT is a carefully detailed layout of
the standing stones at Mid Clyth, as
surveyed by Alexander Thom, the mull
of kin-tyre's farmer's son who was "Widely
considered
to
be
the
Father
of
archaeoastronomy". Mid Clyth sits on the
Roseline. Mid is an abbreviation for Middle, and
Clyth is an ancient Scots word for cloth or
equally correct an article of dress-kilt. Which in
turn overshadows the expressive German term
( Page 11 )

"Clotho" the Anglo Saxons belief the spin axis
of time combined with the thread of life is found
at Clotho that leads to our fate. Exploration on
the rounded hill-dod at the secluded Mid Clyth
out post, when examined closely hides a ancient
scot's church secret, it renders to light the
abstract nonsensical adaptation term "Man of
the Cloth" whom as we understand is a member
of the clergy or a spiritual leader of the Christian
Church! Our journey search proceeds........

logical 722 B.C. lost tribe collaboration or just
misunderstood coincidence that this area of
Scotland was the ancient Pi-ctland Kingdom
headquarters?

Lyon is also the name of the Chief Herald of
Scotland whom presides over the Lyon Court it
has the jurisdiction powers to lay claim to Scot's
peoples ancestry shared mainly through the
medium of the coat of arms, inventive
camouflage that yarns a resourcefulness in
hidden truths, another Pi example is fanatic grail
hunter Hitler, whom also derives his name from
the Pi-lesser eradiction of the 722 B.C. Hittites.
Ger is a abbreviation of ranger, to roam, or
member of the senior branch of guides,German
is also declared the first degree which goes back
in time to be very geras (old), there for if we take
pi- as 12 o clock the Germans equate this with
there name "Zwolf" which corresponds to 12,
wolf being the principal Canine-Dog, Z is our
limit, the end of line time when we get judgment
Day as told in revelations, the light comes on in
the mind, as to why we see the white dog collars
The 22 rows of stones present a very distinctive on the men and woman of the Cloth-Clotho with
pattern, their fascinating arrangement takes on in the land of the Pi-cts.
the fashionable shape of a Kilt-skirt - the Scottish
National Dress, worn by both men and women. 22/7 Pi mirrors the 722 B.C. traumatic period of
The rows map out East and West longitude time that represents a major cross-point in the
meridians and include North and South latitude history of mankind this Pi date shapes the
time and distance measured lines, which we timeline into events and people which bring
measure in degrees as we move forward in about the birth of Christ towards the End found
perceived linear time. The fan-kilt shape reflects in revelations, addressing the tartan-"Man of
the wider angle taken from the equator as the Cloth" question will be a prominent hallmark
globe curves towards the North.
towards the closing. Bible expert Ferrell Jenkins
writes......... in the Bible the prophet Isaiah says,
The kilt has a much deeper significance, with
bible insights when we translate the word Rock “In the year that the commander came to
which means skirt in German part of the Anglo Ashdod,(722) when Sargon the king of Assyria
Saxon dialect, it in turn came from hittite sent him and he fought against Ashdod and
displacement pre 722 B.C. by Assyrian leader captured it" (Isa. 20:1).
Tiglath Pi-leser III the Leser-Pi exiled the
peoples of the Northern Kingdom, the hittites In the earlier English versions, the Hebrew term
along with the lost tribes, fleeing from slaughter for commander was transliterated as a personal
they made there way to new lands some with the name, Tartan. Since the time of those versions
guidance and Help of God. Some evidence exists scholars have learned more about the Assyrian
of a continuing identification in later centuries language. The New King James continues to use
of individual Hebrews to the Lost Tribes and the term Tartan but adds a note, "Or the
Hittites. For example, in Luke 2:36 of the New Commander in Chief." The NASB simply uses
Testament, Anna the grandmother of Jesus is the term commander. The RSV and the NRSV
identified with the tribe of Asher, Perthshire use the phrase commander in chief. The NIV
historian Barry Dunford in his book The holy uses the phrase supreme commander. Grogan, in
land of Scotland traces Anna's family to Glen The Expositor's Bible Commentary, says the
Lyon central Scotland area, intriguingly Lyon is term tharetan (tartan) "really means 'second' and
the name given to Asher's second wife, is it is indirect testimony to the great value the
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Assyrians attached to military prowess. Their
supreme commander was second in status only
to the King himself." Thus if we interpret Anna's
Grandson as the zero time Pi King himself, the
nationalism institution pride of wearing of
Tartan was the next best thing to field and flaunt
the authentic presence of the "real thing"
checkered propaganda that hides the adorable
secound in command.

line of balance, in English we associate Ha-pi
with the word Happy and of coarse Birthday!

The Nile Ea waters are the essence of fertility,
the river's copious flush reflected the abounding
bloom from seed to harvest, a nations wealth was
determined by the overflowing abundance of
water, the economy and King's future reign was
interdependent on the Royal Flush, to the ancient
Egyptians the annual flow of waters was a
Complementary evidence of 722 B.C. Pi complete mystery controlled by the mood of
recognition comes from the Kushite king Piye, Ha-pi-Happy.
whose name, once transliterated as Pi(ankh)y.
(d.721 BC), Pi-ye was the founder of the Drought or excess floods meant a brutal frigid
Twenty-fifth dynasty of Egypt who ruled Egypt existence, the consequences of failed harvest
from the city of Napata, located deep in Nubia. meant money flow would dry up, as we enter the
new pi period again predicted by many bible
Nubia is a region along the Nile river,In ancient scholars, Jesus tells us when time is 99% up
times, much of what is now Sudan was known Luke 15: we climb aboard the Shepherd's
as Nubia, or the Kingdom of Kush (also spelled shoulder's, he carry's our sins of life via time,
Cush). During his reign Pi-ye conquered Upper when found the lost stray sheep repents as it is
Egypt. Homer (c. 800 BC) mentions the time to come home to the safety and salvation of
"Aethiopians" which is modern day Ethiopia, the the enclosure fold.
greek word Aithiops means the dark burned
faced people, with pi being the circle, the waters Kingdom Values Luke 16:14-16
of life marks the zenith Pi line of the sun, the
polar opposite of 12 o clock Nile was located in The Pharisees, who were lovers of money, were
ancient Ethiopia, Homer mentions that the listening to all these things and scoffed at him.
Aethiopians are to be found at the southern And He told them: "You are the ones who justify
extremities of the world, divided by the sea of yourselves in the sight of others, but God knows
water into "eastern" sunrise and "western" the your hearts. For what is highly admired by
sunset.
people is revolting in God's sight". "The Law
and the Prophets were until John; since then, the
Ha-pi,is pictured as the Unisex Egyptian God of good news of the Kingdom of God has been
the Nile, Fertility, North and South, Ha-pi is the proclaimed, and everyone is strongly urged to
god that is in charge of the Tau-water key, the enter it".
To Be continued

Israel In The Book Of Revelation (2)
By Dr. Oren Fenton Potito

B

UT God never
abandoned
His
people, for Rev.
12:14 tells us, "And to the
woman were given two
wings of a great eagle, that
she might fly into the
wilderness,
into
her
place."—Again, this is
familiar Israel symbolism,
for in Exodus 19:4, God tells His people, "Ye
have seen ... how I bore you on eagles' wings,
and brought you unto Myself."

But the serpent's people, having failed to kill off
Israel, tried another weapon against them, for
Rev. 12:15-16 says "And the serpent cast out of
his mouth water as a flood after the woman, that
he might cause her to be carried away by the
flood. And the earth helped the woman, and the
earth opened her mouth and swallowed up the
flood which the dragon cast out of his mouth."
Rev. 17:15 tells us "The waters which thou
sawest ... are peoples, and multitudes, and
nations, and tongues."—So the serpent's new
attack was an attempt to destroy God's race by
mongrelization. The great Asiatic invasions
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under Atilla and Genghis Khan were sent to
overrun and intermix with the Israelites on their
march into Europe, but they succeeded only in
hurrying the migration of Israel, and were not
able to overrun them.

Finally, the identification of Israel is completed
in Chapter 12:17: "And the dragon was wroth
with the woman, and went to make war with the
remnant of her seed, which keep the
commandments of God and have the testimony
of Jesus Christ." We know that all the real
Israelite nations today do "have the testimony of
Jesus Christ"—not Judaism, but Christianity.
Call the roll of the great Christian nations of the
world today, those who have demonstrated what
true Christianity can do for the nation which will
wholeheartedly follow it, and you have the list
of the Anglo-Saxon nations: the United States,
Germany, Britain, Canada, Australia, South
Africa, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and heroic
little Finland. There are pockets of Israel peoples
existing in many other nations.

whom it is speaking. An angel announces the fall
of this system, and the despair of those who have
used it to gain world power. He tells them, "thy
merchants were the great men of the earth: for
by thy sorceries were all the nations deceived"
(18:23), and describes which merchants these
are, who handle "the merchandise of gold, and
silver, and precious stones, and pearls, and fine
linen and purple and silk and scarlet; and all
aromatic wood, and all manner vessels of ivory,
and all manner vessels of most precious wood,
and of brass, and iron, and marble; and
cinnamon, and odours. and ointments and
frankincense; and wine; and oil, and fine flour,
and wheat; and cattle and sheep; and horses and
chariots; and slaves and souls of men" (18:1213).
There you have it: gold and jewelry; the clothing
industry; luxury items; the drug industry; the
liquor industry; wholesale foods and meatpacking industry: when you find the people who
have largely monopolized these trades—the
Jews—you have thereby identified the economic
side of "Great Babylon."

But the Babylonian System in all its phases is
evil, and has brought misery and grief to the
great majority of the people of the world for
these many centuries: therefore, God prophesies
its overthrow and judgment in this chapter. We
are warned to drive them out, for God tells us,
"Come out of her, My people, that ye be not
partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of
her plagues. For her sins have reached unto
heaven, and God hath remembered her
iniquities." (18:4-5)—The judgment which we—
yes, WE—are commanded to execute upon
The original City of Babylon had perished by Great Babylon is pure Israel law.
the time John wrote this book; yet, he speaks of
"Great Babylon" in prophecies extending to the
end of this age. Therefore, he is speaking of the "Reward her even as she rewarded you, and
Babylonian System, which did not end with the DOUBLE unto her DOUBLE according to her
fall of the city, but is with us even today. It works: in the cup which she hath filled, fill to
completely dominates our present Jewish her double" (18:6). Under Israel law, a thief must
economic and financial system, it forms a always restore to his victim at least double what
powerful portion of our present Jewish- he stole: for example, Exodus 22:9 commands
controlled religious system, and it dominates the "For all manner of trespass, whether it be for ox,
political systems of the world today. But even for ass, for sheep, for raiment, or for any manner
Babylon must be subject to the laws of God of lost thing, which another challengeth to be
his, the cause of both parties shall come before
when the Final Judgment comes.
the judges; and whom the judges shall condemn,
Chapter 17 deals with religious Babylon in its he shall pay DOUBLE unto his neighbor." This
present form. while Chapter 18 covers the being justice to require of God's people, surely
Babylonian economic system of today. From the
description given, it is easy to identify those of
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it is the minimum justice to require of Satan's His glory, ye also shall sit upon 12 thrones
children.
judging the 12 Tribes of Israel."
Again, we are told, in Rev. 18:24 that the evil
activities of this Great Babylon have been
basically responsible for all the murders of the
innocent, for it says. "And in her was found the
blood of prophets, and of saints, and of all that
were slain upon the earth".
This book is prophetic of all time, even to the
end of this age, so this covers their guilt of the
millions of Christians who have been murdered
behind the Iron Curtain in our own day, as well
as the other millions slain in the wars which their
plots have brought on and are bringing on. Jesus
Christ Himself identified them for us. In
Matthew 23:29-35. He clearly referred to the
same thing, saying: "Woe unto you. Scribes and
Pharisees, hypocrites! Because ye build the
tombs of the prophets, and garnish the sepulchres
of the righteous, and say, 'If we had been in the
days of our fathers, we would not have been
partakers with them in the blood of the prophets.
Wherefore ye be witnesses unto yourselves that
ye are the children of them which killed the
prophets.
Fill ye up, then, the measure of your fathers. Ye
serpents, ye offspring of vipers, how can ye
escape the damnation of hell? Wherefore,
behold, I send unto you prophets, and wise men,
and scribes: and some of them ye shall kill and
crucify; and some of them shall ye scourge in
your synagogues, and persecute them from city
to city. That upon you may come all the
righteous blood shed upon the earth, from the
blood of righteous Abel unto the blood of
Zacharias, the son of Barachias, whom ye slew
between the temple and the altar."—In carrying
on to its conclusion the conspiracy originated by
their ancestors, the wicked also take the
responsibility from the beginning to the end. In
Matthew 27:25, they acknowledge it, for we read
"Then answered all the people and said, 'His
blood be upon us and on our children.'"
In Rev. 20:4 we again find Israel in the picture.
"And I saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and
judgment was given unto them."—This is the
very thing of which Jesus spoke to His disciples
in Matthew 19:28, "Verily I say unto you, that
ye which have followed Me, in the regeneration
when the Son of man shall sit in the throne of

During this age, Jesus Christ rules the gentile
nations with a rod of iron, compelling them to
live by the Laws of God. In Micah 4:4-5, it says
"And He shall judge among many people, and
rebuke strong nations afar off; and they shall beat
their swords into plowshares, and their spears
into pruning-hooks: nation shall not lift up a
sword against nation, neither shall they learn war
any more. But they shall sit every man under his
vine and under his fig tree; and none shall make
them afraid: for the mouth of the Lord of hosts
hath spoken it."
Even
men
who think of
themselves as
religious have
thought that
they can bring
this to pass by
their
own
wisdom and
p o w e r ,
th ro u g h
alliances with
Satan in the United Nations, which bars all
mention of the name of Jesus Christ. But no good
can ever come from a godless source.
Disarmament and peace can come only when
"the mouth of the Lord of hosts hath spoken
it"—not when it is spoken by Jews and other
parasites.
The gentile races have lived under their own rule,
according to their own ideals, for 6,000 years of
continuous tyranny and cruelty, poverty and
disease, misery and filth. They have rejected the
Laws of God, so they must receive the
consequences of their own choice. Proverbs
1:29-31 tells it: "They hated knowledge, and did
not choose the fear of the Lord: they would none
of My counsel: they despised all My reproof.
Therefore shall they eat of the fruit of their own
way, and be filled with their own devices."—
Jesus Christ explained all this in the fourteenth
through the seventeenth chapters of John, when
he said "And I will pray the Father, and He shall
give you another Comforter, that He may abide
with you forever: even the Spirit of Truth, whom
the world cannot receive because it seeth Him
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not, neither knoweth Him: ... I have manifested
Thy name unto the men which Thou gavest Me
out of the world: Thine they were, and Thou
gavest them Me: ... I pray for them: I pray not
for the world, but for them which Thou hast
given Me."

the High Priest of Israel. Also, it describes the
city as surrounded by a high wall, saying, "And
had a wall great and high, and twelve gates, and
at the gates twelve angels; and names written
thereon, WHICH ARE THE NAMES OF THE
TWELVE TRIBES OF THE CHILDREN OF
ISRAEL. On the east, three gates: on the north,
three gates: on the south, three gates: and on the
west, three gates."—As we have seen, this is the
familiar hollow square of the camp of Israel, with
three tribes on each of the four sides. But in this
final City of God, set up for all eternity, note that
it is surrounded by a high wall, so that nobody
can get in except through one of the gates, and
these gates are the Twelve Tribes of Israel. In
Revelation 22:14, it says, "Blessed are they that
do His commandments, that they may have right
to the tree of life, and may enter in THROUGH

Finally, the twenty-first chapter of Revelation
describes the Lamb's wife, the New Jerusalem,
the city of God's people. Here, again, many
churches have taught false doctrine because they
would not take the trouble to study the Bible, but
only their doctrines. Before it is too late, they
should remember that Jesus Christ quoted those
terrible words from Isaiah, "In vain do they
worship Me, teaching for doctrines the
commandments of men." They distort the whole
Bible, trying to apply all of God's promises to
their church. Some of them teach that Christ's
bride is the church. They never got that out of
the Bible, which teaches plainly that the church
is Christ's body. As Paul says, in Ephesians
1:22-23, "And hath put all things under His feet,
and gave Him to be the head over all things to
THE CHURCH, WHICH IS HIS BODY, the
fullness of Him that filleth all in all."
THE GATES into the city."

So never let anyone tell you that the Jews are
Israel, for we have often proved that they are not;
nor that God has cast off His people Israel, for
He has not. The whole Bible is an Israel book,
commencing with its first book, Genesis; and we
have now seen that even the last book, that of
Revelation, is also an Israel book, not only
through all of this age, but even into Eternity.

No one marries his own body. Christ's wife is
His people Israel, as the Bible shows in many
places, for example, Jeremiah 3:12-14. "Go and
proclaim these words toward the north, and say:
Return, thou backsliding Israel, saith the Lord:
and I will not cause Mine anger to fall upon you:
for I am merciful, saith the Lord, and I will not
keep anger forever. Turn, O backsliding
children, saith the Lord: for I AM MARRIED
National
UNTO YOU."—Again, in the fifty-fourth With acknowledgement to:-chapter of Isaiah, God says to Israel, "Fear not: Christian News, Volume 15, Number 2 (1976).
for thou shalt not be ashamed: neither be thou
confounded; for thou shalt not be put to shame:
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for thou shalt forget the shame of thy youth, and
shalt not remember the reproach of thy
widowhood any more. For THY MAKER IS
THINE HUSBAND: The Lord of Hosts is His
name; and thy Redeemer the, Holy One of Israel;
the God of the whole earth shall He be called."
The description of the Holy City, the New
Jerusalem, given in the twenty-first chapter of
Revelation, again shows that it is God's people
Israel. It describes the foundations of its walls,
naming the stones of which it is made. These are
the stones which were set in the breast-plate of
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Praying For The Nation
John Trotter (Australia)
Exodus 32:7-14; 33:5 ; Deuteronomy 9:8, 14,25 ;
Proverbs 28:9; Jeremiah 7:8-16 ; Matthew 3:9
During recent weeks,
we in Australia have
experienced the sham
and hypocrisy of
politicians parading
themselves before the
electorate, in the hope
that the bemused
masses will elect a
new parliament. We
finally voted in a new government in the name
of Democracy. This new Liberal Government
has promised confidence, investment and honest
government. Does this all sound familiar?
After the dust has settled and in about 2 years,
we will look back and ask the question: “Have
things really changed for the better?” Will the
prayers for the Nation that have been sincerely
expressed with great expectation, be answered?
Or have we arrived at an historical junction for
the Western Nations, when our prayers are an
abomination because we have turned away from
hearing the law? (Proverbs 28:9). Has the writing
been on the wall for some time but few have
deciphered its message? I believe so.
Some weeks ago I attended a number of lectures
on last day events. The speaker expressed the
view, that once a nation legislates laws that are
contrary to the Laws given by God to Israel, the
nation is in a very serious situation. The matter
that he was referring to related to the issue of
approving same sex marriages and other related
issues. There were a number of other issues
raised that showed how the Western Nations had
transgressed the Law.

issues that need to be prayed for, but I believe
the above thoughts will provide you with
sufficient time for reflection. The above
thoughts, I am sure, are already mentioned in
your prayers.
I have come to the conclusion that there are still
too many people in the churches who believe
that the system under which we struggle is still
worth saving. Because the churches have not
been informed of God’s system of Government
as explained to Moses, they believe there is no
alternative other than some ethereal afterlife of
eternal bliss. With Christ reigning on this earth
in the near future there has to be some economic
and financial Laws that will bring about a
righteous society. In passing it is worth noting
that Christ Himself endorsed these Laws on a
number of occasions.
Have we arrived at a time in history where the
thoughts of God as expressed in Jeremiah 7:16
reflect our present sinful state? This verse says:
“Therefore pray not thou for this people, neither
lift up cry nor prayer for them, neither make
intercession to me; for I will not hear thee”.
Please read the whole chapter for the context of
this verse. This is not suggesting that there is are
some left who have not bowed the knee to Baal,
for Elijah had to be shown that 7000 had not
become apostatised (1 Kings 19:18). Being in
the world but not of it, still means that we all
have to abide by the normal day to day functions
of life. What I am referring to here are those
people who have succumbed to the temporal
matters of this world order. They see their
salvation in the future manmade management of
world affairs and all the sciences. The few who
have not bowed the knee realise that there is no
future in a political and economic system that
falsely believes in giving power to the people at
the time of an election, then the leaders soon
after fulfil their own desires for a world order
based on the false god of human reason and a
“Christ” of the New Age teaching.

I know many will disagree with me but I feel the
time has come, or is in the very near future, when
our prayers will have to be more in line with
separating us from the world, asking for
guidance in our study of the Scriptures,
protecting the elect and finally praying for the
return of Christ to establish upon this earth His
Righteous Kingdom. The return of Christ to this
earth is the only solution. Whatever is suggested If you read through the book of Jeremiah the sins
by man, no matter how good it sounds will not of the people are exactly the same today. Nothing
be the answer. Of course there would be personal has changed, accept the fact that the world has
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become a global village. The world is smaller
due to communication and technology. I came
to the conclusion many years ago, that the
authorities only plan to manage the decay of
society. They do want to eradicate the causes.
The symptoms have to be maintained.. All this
adds more power and control to the social
engineers of society. Words like sin and
disobedience are not mentioned like they use to
be in the churches. Hymns like, “Onward
Christian soldiers, marching as to war”, have
been eliminated from the Hymn Book. We
appear to be in some type of passive resistance
where compromise and tolerance have become
the motto of most sermons.

to be removed and the “unknown fallen soldier”
will be seen as a citizen of the world (the exact
wording is forgotten). This is just another
example where we are seeing the name of God
being slowly removed from the memory of the
people.

Many times I have had it said to me that God is
in control and that they are on His side. If the
prophets had taken that attitude we would not
have had an Old Testament or even a New
Testament. The Bible is very clear that God
cannot go back on His Word for He changes not
(MalachI 3:6, James 1:17). It is my view that the
souls of men can be eternally lost and therefore
it is necessary that we plant the seed of hope in
The Old Testament is a very sad history of a the mind of those who we converse with.
people who continually showed a very stiff
necked attitude towards a God who only wanted The word “Tekel” (Daniel 5:27) has been ringing
to shower them with blessings (Exodus 33:5). out for some decades, but who can read the signs:
Why did god persist in chastening His people? “we have been weighed in the balances, and art
(Deuteronomy 8:5). In Hebrews 12 : 6 we read: found wanting”. It is not my intention to advise
“For whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth, and you in your manner of prayer, but this I am sure
scourgeth every son whom He receiveth”. This of , our leaders both political and spiritual will
relationship between the Husband (the God of mostly be found speaking on behalf of Satan’s
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob) and His Wife,(Israel) power in high places ( Ephesians 6:12 ) . In the
has continued down through history.
meantime be a student of the Scriptures. Believe
that God chooses the foolishness of this world
Only the other day, one of our senior public to confound the wise (1 Corinthians 1:27).
servants, who was previously a politician, Confide in each other with the understanding that
proudly announced that the wording that relates narrow is the way and few there be that find it
to the “unknown fallen soldier” at the Canberra (Matthew 7:14), and finally pray that the “chosen
War Memorial would be changed. The words at remnant” will remain faithful to the High Calling
the moment read as follows: “only known unto of God.
God”. In the near future the mention of God is
The End OS21525

Letters And Views
The Monstrous
State Cover Up Of
Ms Seven Versus
Gossage And Nine
Others
My name is Tony Farrell, I am a former Principal
Intelligence Analyst within the police service
and this website will provide an opportunity for
viewers to download utterly damning information exposing what must be one of the most
monstrous cover ups in the history of the British
Judicial system. The case material freely on offer
here concerns corruption and racketeering within
the media and the entertainment industry extend-

ing into circles of the judiciary and the police
service.
Beneficiaries of this decade of racketeering
include the BBC, ITV, Channel 4, Virgin Media.
Scottish TV and large international law firm such
as Bindmans with its associated linkages to
Terrorism and the Leveson Inquiry into phone
hacking and the police media relationship. This
case contains an extraordinary illustrative example of prolonged gang-stalking and a reign of
domestic terror at its most blatant. Some of the
down-loadable material has clear relevance to
the London Bombings of 7th July 2005 and the
assassination of Jean Charles De Menezes two
weeks later.
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This material will shock, scare and infuriate, but
it will also enlighten and encourage. This is a
truly outrageous case. It involves MS SEVEN,
MS CHARLES SEVEN – a Rosa Parks of our
generation. The available material tells of her
battle against some of the giants of the entertainment industry and against high profile individuals, corporations and controlling systems. It is a
case that will strike at the treasonous corruption
within our midst.
An understanding of the scale of organised
criminality operating within the establishment is
predicated not so much on facts which have been
told to us but on secrets which have been hidden
away and buried from our sight. Some of those
filthy secrets are about to come to light within
this available material. In the public interest and
for the sake of our freedoms, it is imperative that
this information triggers a response from good
members of the public. Ignore it at your peril.

The CPS now accept there is grounds for
bringing the prosecution, 5 years after events in
2008.
NOTE: There has never been a criminal
investigation into the facts of this case, indeed
the IPCC (Police Watchdog) took one year to
write a report exonerating all involved. This is
the 'HEAR NO EVIL, SPEAK NO EVIL, SAY
NO EVIL' policy of Police professional
standards and the IPCC.
There is no real accountability in the UK at
present and as I say in the article, the best place
for these things to be decided, when there is a
proven case to answer on the evidence is before
an impartial jury of 12.

The failure of accountability compounds the
trauma of those affected by police corruption. It
is sad to say, as we witness more and more
scandals on a daily basis, failures to investigate
“The Only Thing Necessary for the Triumph of serious paedophilia, Hillsborough, Daniel
Morgan murder, Sean Rigg, Lynette White,
Evil is for Good Men to Do Nothing.”
Plebgate, Ian Tomlinson,Habib Paps, just some
You are urged to use this material. It is time to of the most recent scandals we've seen.
wake people up to the massive scale of corruption within our midst. Do not assist the perpetu- Surely enough is enough, for both decent
ation of the cover up by your complicit silence. members of society and decent members of the
When our freedoms are at stake, silence is not police. Yours truly, Michael Doherty.
golden, it is yellow.
Finally have nothing to do with the fruitless
deeds of darkness, but rather come out and
expose. Yours truly, Tony Farrell, The Principled Intelligence Analyst, Standing Apart
from the Police.

Historic Private Criminal
Prosecution of Police
You may wish to read
the coverage of the
progress on the Private
Criminal Prosecution I
have
started
in
connection with the
Metropolitan Police.
Previously I was taking
the CPS to Judicial review of their decision to
try and stop the prosecution.

No Check or Balance on
Unsupervised Politicians
Addendum
Sir__, I would be grateful if you would publish
an addendum to my previous letter, which is as
follows:
It is remarkable that the Crown still operates
under the written Constitution. The Lancastrian
charters are the very documents by which the
Queen sits on the throne.

As Parliament is not operating under the
constitution they are in a state of rebellion,
against the people and the Crown. Although my
Latin lessons at school have evaporated I
examined Magna Charta some years ago and
read somewhere about clause 65 that “the widow
shall receive her estate entire.” It appears that
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/p death duties are unlawful.
rivate-citizen-wins-right-to-prosecute-metpolice-worker-8890313.html
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In “Parkinson’s law” the professor tells us that
taxing capital and spending it as income is a sure
way to national poverty. It was enacted in 1908
when we were the most powerful nation in the
world. Now much of our industry is owned by
foreigners not British people.
Both major political parties appear to have secret
agendas which are very similar. British coal
mines, when once the pit head price of British
coal was the cheapest in the world but alas no
more. The politicians have made us dependent
on expensive foreign fuel in the form of gas and
oil. Yours truly, An Ancient Mariner.

Editorial Bias and Infiltration
This letter and introduction by former Canadian
diplomat Ian Macdonald brings up a point we
should all keep in mind which is that the Jewish
side very often infiltrates their Jewish agents into
opposition groups at the local level or eliminates
that opposition directly and at the local level.
That subject was brought up in a republished
article by Lasha Darkmoon in her June, 2013
newsletter and originally written by Eustice
Mullins and entitled "My Struggle Against the
Jews" following Ian's letter.TL

HP - I visited the Garden Tomb just a few
months prior to Dr Mattar's murder and we had
a nice chat. The Israelis expelled him from his
ancestral home but he had accepted the loss
complacently, it seemed to me. Both his son and
daughter married Canadians and were living near
Toronto at the time, enhancing the
newsworthiness of the Martyrdom, but the only
coverage was by the United Church Observer,
and then only because the Editor, Al Forrest, was
a dedicated supporter of the dispossessed
Palestinians and active critic of their diabolical
Jewish oppressors.

Al Forrest died following a visit to his office by
three Jewish "businessmen" (as he described
them) who threatened him with very unpleasant
consequences if he did not cease his public
criticism of Israel. He ignored the threat and not
long afterwards died of a "heart attack". He was
replaced by an ardent Zionist in thrall to a
committee of Toronto rabbis whose instructions
you may be sure would never be in the best
interests of genuine Christians or the Church.
Another friend, Bill Podgson, a British engineer
with Middle East experience who frequently
took the Palestinian side in media interviews,
was found dead in the parking garage at Pearson
Airport, also supposedly from a heart attack.
Below, my letter to the National Post (Toronto)
Twisting the News
Your heading under "World Report", October
10, 2013 (since it follows a series of attacks on
Christians in the Middle East by Muslim
fanatics) leads the reader to believe that Arabs
were responsible for the recent anti-Christian
incident in Jerusalem by the words "In the latest
attack on Christians, vandals desecrate graves in
Jerusalem". In fact, as only a determined
subscriber would learn from reading the article
to the end, the perpetrators were "Israeli settlers
from the West Bank", making yet another
attempt to erase any trace of the legacy of Jesus
and history of the Christian Holy Land, which
precedes the illegal Khazar-Jew invasion and
occupation by almost 2 millennia.
The latest desecration follows many thousands
of equally outrageous anti-Christian atrocities
since 1948, including the Lidice-style razing of
Emmaeus of Biblical fame and hundreds of other
ancient Christian villages (one of which lies
beneath what is now known as "Canada Park"),
occasionally bringing the stone houses down on
elderly occupants who refused to vacate. Those
dispossessed from their centuries-old homes and
farms were not compensated - hypocritically in
the extreme since the new owners had demanded
and received hundreds of billions of dollars in
compensation to satisfy their (grossly-inflated)
claims for alleged WWII losses.
Perhaps the most provocative anti-Christian
sacrilege of all, fastidiously concealed by the
mainline media, was the execution of the Rev.
Dr. Solomon J. Mattar, Keeper of the Garden
Tomb, which took place shortly after the
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occupation of East Jerusalem. The Tomb was
well known to hundreds of thousands of pilgrims
as one of the three most important Christian Holy
Places. On June 6, 1967 a group of Israeli
soldiers visited the Tomb and were graciously
received by the elderly Keeper, although they
declined to enter the Tomb itself. There ensued
a conversation with the soldiers, culminating in
a burst of machine-gun fire in Dr Mattar's face,
killing him instantly.

the killers have been brought to justice. In one
especially sordid case, a 12 year old schoolgirl,
when passing a check-point, was gratuitously
shot and wounded by an Israeli soldier. As she
lay wounded, the officer in charge rushed out
and emptied his Uzi into the poor child's body.
He was later promoted for his courage in the face
of the enemy. If any such incident, as with other
forms of Israeli wrong-doing, were even
mentioned in the media, the media interpretation
would be always that the Israeli perpetrators
When I learned of the tragedy and media cover- were provoked into acting by the traumatic
up, I placed an "In Memoriam" announcement memory of the "Holocaust" and were in fact the
in The Times of London noting that Dr Mattar true victims!
had been executed by Israeli soldiers and had
died as a "Christian Martyr - In His footsteps". Still, many "good Christians" ardently support
The announcement sparked a complaint from the and fawn over the diabolical enemy of their
Israeli lobby and a furore in the office of the religion and arch-blasphemers of its Founder,
Editor who was forced to print an Israeli not least of all the current Prime Minister and his
Government version of the incident, claiming dual-loyalist
Ministers
whose
sinister
falsely that the Keeper had been "killed in the submission to the Rabbis and subservience to
crossfire" and that the killer showed remorse Zionist paymasters would be tolerated in no
since he had mistaken him for the gardener. other supposedly democratic country. As ever,
Since then, The Times has refused to accept the Ian V. Macdonald
original wording.
Many Palestinian Christians and Muslims have
died in similar summary executions, including
thousands of children killed by IDF snipers for
"sport" during the Intifadas, but few, if any, of

*** THE END ***

A Beast With A Hand? (Part 2)
By Jason Blaha

A

Scriptures are saying that Noah was perfect in
his lineage. If you were born in the United States
in the last 50 years, this may be rather difficult
for you to comprehend, with what they teach in
these Federal Indoctrination Centers called
schools, and in the churches of Ba'al that have
cropped up across this great nation. Noah was
perfect in his lineage because he was not mixed.
Mixed with what, you might ask? Noah was not
mixed with the blood of the beast, nor with the
fallen angels spoken of in this chapter, nor was
he mixed with the seed of the serpent, who
existed through Cain's descendents. Simply put,
he drew ALL of his ancestry from the Adamic
race. If Noah was selected, in part, because he
was pure in his lineage, then one must conclude
that the majority of the people were not.

lot of modern "theologians" and
ministers attempt to convince us that it
says "perfect in his generation"
[singular], and that generation simply means the
generation born at that time. They tell us that
Noah was the holiest man of that generation, and
that this is the meaning of "perfect in his
generations". Our people, being the sheep that
Yahweh said we are, just follow along, never
bothering to wonder if the word "generations"
used in this verse both mean the same thing.
Well, they are both translated from the word Genesis 6: 10: "And Noah begat three sons,
"towledah", and both clearly mean lineage. The Shem, Ham, and Japheth."
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It is very important that we pause and think here.
If being pure in ones generations was a good
thing, and Noah walked with God, then we must
conclude that Noah followed the commandments
of God [such as multiply kind after kind], and
dwelt in righteousness.
Open your spiritual eyes, brothers and sisters, let
the Holy Spirit [not an unholy spirit from Satan]
lead you to the truth of this matter, and the
significance of it. Noah would only have taken
a wife who was pure in her generations as well.

The foundation of the Scriptures is in the book
of Genesis. That is why this beautiful book is the
first one in your Holy Bible. If you fail to
understand two concepts from the first several
chapters, your study will be in vain, for these
two things saturate every book of the Bible, from
Genesis to Revelation. The first being the
identity and history of the seed of the serpent
from Genesis 3:15 [which is not included in this
Bible study], and the comprehension and
identification of the lineage of Adam. The
establishment churches fail in both of these
regards
[Catholic,
Baptist,
Methodist,
Pentecostal, etc, etc], and that is why someone
who knows the Scriptures can discuss them with
one of these Ba'al ministers, and literally rip their
entire collection of doctrines apart with nothing
but a King James Bible.

There are a number of churches springing up in
America, which are teaching that Noah had three
wives of different races, and that his sons were
of different races. If Noah and his wife were pure
in their generations, then Shem, Ham, and
Japheth were as well.
As we read the following Scriptures, let us bear
in mind that there is no evidence that the Adamic
race has spread across the entire globe. They
dwelt in a single nation, or land. This will be
addressed a little later in this study. This verse
of Scripture, and others like it are the one's used
as primary evidence of a global flood.

Genesis 6; 17: "And behold, I, even I, do bring
a flood of waters upon the 'erets [earth as in dirt
or ground, most likely meaning a land, as we
will see later], to destroy all basar [flesh of
people], wherein is the breath of life, from under
We know from studying the Hebrew that Adam the heaven; and every thing that is in the 'erets
was a Caucasiod, and that Eve, being formed of shall die."
one of his ribs, was as well. Noah was pure in
his lineage, thus was a member of our people
along with his wife and three sons. If you have In this Adamic flesh is "the breath of life." Let
been taught in these "Judeo-Christian" temples us find the Biblical reference to who has the
of Ba'al most of your life, this will elude you, so breath of life. Is it all creatures that draw air into
you must draw upon the Holy Spirit if you are their lungs? This is everything that the Scriptures
have to say on what has the breath of life:
to comprehend these things.
On the other hand, if you are a babe in Christ, or
a small child, you can easily grasp these simple
concepts. Failure to understand the lineage of
Adam through Noah, and then onto Noah's three
sons, will leave you grasping at straws as you
study the rest of the Scriptures. If your
understanding of Scripture is not rooted in a
good foundation, it will never grow, and if your
house of faith in not built upon solid ground, it
will crumble as we progress into the Latter Days
of Jacob's Trouble.

Genesis 2: 7: "And YHVH God formed man
['adam…blushing man] of the dust of the
ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath
of life; and 'adam became a living soul."
There is no wiggle room here, brothers and
sisters. Adam was given the breath of life.
Neither the beast of the field, the fowl of the air,
nor the fish of the sea were given the breath of
life, nor were they made living souls. All Adamic
flesh, which alone contains the breath of life, was
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destroyed. All of it under the heavens, because
Yahweh had kept it contained in the 'erets.
Yahweh kept it contained in that land. "…AND
every thing that is the 'erets shall die." That is
right. Every thing that was in this land where
'adam dwelt would perish in the deluge, along
with the people that dwelt there. However, it
does not say every thing under the heavens.
Genesis 7: 4: "For yet seven days, and I will
cause it to rain upon the 'erets forty days and
forty nights; and every living substance that I
have made will I destroy from of the face of the
'adamah."
That is correct, Yahweh destroyed every living
thing that dwelt in that land. There are many
verses saying this same thing, and they are all
true, for there is no untruth in the Word…only
misinterpretations. Allow the Holy Spirit that
our Father instilled in each of us, to speak to you
on this matter as we delve deeper into this
subject.
Genesis 6: 4 "There
were
giants
[Strong's
#5303
nephiyl, meaning a
bully, tyrant, or a
giant] in the earth in
those days; and also
after that, when the
sons of God [angels,
who sinned against
YHVH by this act]
came in unto the
daughters of 'adam,
and they bare children to them, the same became
mighty [Strong's #1368, gibbor; powerful,
warrior, tyrant, champion, chief, excel,
GIANT…] men which were of old, men of
renown.
These are antediluvian giants, but did they
survive this great flood? To answer this we need
only look in the Bible.

These men were not six or seven feet tall. The
Scriptures clearly imply that they were huge.
Yahweh does not exaggerate. These monsters
were more likely than not fifteen or twenty feet
tall. The Hebrew wording makes it very clear
that they descended from the giants of Genesis
chapter six. These giants and other tribes of
giants are spoken of in Deuteronomy, Joshua, II
Samuel, and I Chronicles. What of Goliath? How
did these giants survive the flood? Would Noah
have brought these unnatural creatures onboard
the ark? If you have eyes with which to see, then
I will ask you this: did Yahweh allow the serpent
seed onboard the ark as well? Is this the reason
why Noah had to have such a large ark? To
contain these giants and the animals they would
need to consume? There was hardly enough meat
with only seven of every clean animal for Noah
and his family, eight people, along with the
predatory animals to eat. Bearing in mind the
evil tyrants that these monstrosities were, and
the desire they always seemed to have,
throughout the Bible, to destroy the Israelites,
they would have been difficult to contain.
Perhaps they were tall enough that they stood on
the peaks of the mountains and managed to keep
their heads above water until the flood subsided.
The flood subsided? Interesting notion. Where
did it go, and why didn't it leave any
archeological or geological evidence? Well, how
deep was this flood? The Bible says fifty cubits,
which is about seventy-five feet, or twenty-five
yards. Let us see how the waters were drained.
Genesis 8:1: "And God remembered Noah, and
every living thing, and all the cattle that was with
him in the ark: and God made a wind to pass
over the 'erets, and the waters assuaged."
Most interesting ... Yahweh caused a great wind
to pass over the waters, and this blew them from
off of the land. Use the common sense that the
Father gave you. If you had an entire planet
covered with water, and a great wind blew across
it, certainly the water would move, but it would
go somewhere else, and water from the other
direction would quickly fill the void. This
happens constantly in the oceans. This is where
we get waves.

Numbers 13: 33: "And there we saw the giants
[nephiyl], the sons of Anak, which come of the
giants [gibbor, the same word used for the giant,
angel-adamite crossbreeds of Genesis]: and we
were in our own sight as grasshoppers, and so
On the other hand, if you took a shallow bowl
we were in their sight."
and filled it with water and set it on your table,
and blew it with a straw, what would happen?
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You could blow water out, and onto the table. If
the flood were set in a recess, at a higher altitude
than the lands around it, a continual strong wind
could blow the water out, over a period of time,
and it would not return, but be dispersed into the
surrounding lands. Let us take a closer look at
this word earth, or 'erets. I'll start by giving you
other Bible verses using the word 'erets. Due to
the fact that there are thousands of them, I can
only include a few. Try to fit the words "earth or
entire earth" in place of 'erets in any of these.

basin trapped between the Tian Shan Mountains
to the north, and the Kuen Lun Mountains to the
south. The Pamir Plateau blocks the west. To the
northwest of the Tarim Basin, also called the
flood basin, lies the Gobi desert. With some
research, ancient maps of the region may be
located, showing the four rivers named in
Genesis flowing out of the basin, called by those
same names.

In recent years archeologist have discovered
Genesis 2: 11: "The name of the first is Pison: mummies which are unquestionably Caucasian,
that is it which compasseth the whole land in the Tarim Basin, and the basin is now believed
['erets] of Havilan, where there is gold."
to be the cradle of the peoples collectively
known as the White race. Around the time of the
Genesis 2: 12: "And the gold of that land ['erets] flood, Chinese history, which we know to
is good: there is bdellium and the onyx stone." predate both the Great Flood and the coming of
Genesis 2: 13: "And the name of the second river Adam, documents the flood. The filling of the
is Gihon: the same is it that compasseth the Tarim Basin is documented, along with the drain
whole land ['erets] of Ethiolpia."
off of the waters. Part of the water was drained
into the Yellow River, in China, which caused it
Genesis 10: 10-11: "And the beginning of his to overflow its banks and flood many villages
kingdom was Bable, and Erech, and Accad, and there.
Calneh, in the land ['erets] of Shinar. Out of that
land ['erets] went forth Asshur…"
Woe unto the pastors
Genesis 12: 10: "And there was a famine in the
and Ba'al ministers
land ['erets]: and Abram went down into Egypt
who teach that we all
to sojourn there; for the famine was grievous in
come from 'adam!
the land ['erets]."
Man
('adam
or
blushing man) and
Genesis 15: 18: "... Unto thy seed have I given
beast neither come
this land ['erets], from the river of Egypt unto the
from the same source,
great river ..."
nor are they equal in
the eyes of Yahweh
As one will clearly be able to see with some thy 'Elohiym. Those who cannot accept this can
research, any use of the word 'erets can be take it up with Yahweh. This may be so, but the
translated to land [as in a specific land], world tells us that we are all equal. Oh? Use the
including the one's involving the flood, which common sense that Yahweh gave you, brothers
were translated "earth" or "whole earth", but very and sisters. Let us observe the races, which we
few translations of the word can be made to are to believe to be our equals. Take a long, hard
appear as "whole earth". Read the verses look at the Negroids in Africa first. Without the
concerning the flood again, but bear in mind that help of the White man in South Africa, and a few
the word "earth" means a piece of earth. It is also other countries, they have built absolutely
possible to read the word "earth" in those verses nothing.
as "land", because "land" can always be used as
a translation of 'erets.
They have built no great cities on their own.
Name one technological invention that has come
Having determined that the flood took place in out of these beasts in Africa. Prior to the coming
a land, it would be unfair to those studying this of the White man, their most complex tools were
to make claims about the geographical nature of stone spears and bits of rock. They have had over
this area, without revealing the location of this thirty thousand years more time than us to
basin or valley in question. If one takes a look develop their technology and civilizations. The
at a map of central Asia, they will find a large Africans cannot even feed themselves! Without
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aid from the United States, England, France,
Germany, and other Caucasian nations well over
half of the Negroids in Africa would starve to
death.

What of blacks in modern day America? As we
all well know, they originally came over on slave
ships. Did those slavers just grab any Negro they
saw and ship them to America? Of course not.
History tells us that the slavers selected only the
strongest and healthiest of the tribesmen they
found. These were the top ten percent. The finest
men and women that Africa had to offer. Once
they got them on the slave ship, the living
conditions were so horrible, that only half of
them survived the voyages across the Atlantic.
Care to guess which half? The strongest half.
Only the elite of the elite made it to the shores
of this continent. Once the slaves made it to this
land, they were selectively bred for strength,
endurance, and intelligence. Our ancestors bred
an elite race of Negroids, who should then, at the
very least, be our equals. Look at the black
inventors and scientist in this nation. There are
a great many of them, but how about in
proportion to our people. Look at the crime rate.
Blacks, being only thirteen percent of the
population, commit roughly sixty percent of the
violent crimes.
With the integration of our schools, look at the
practices and filth that our children have learned
and passed on to other generations of Caucasians
in this nation. Look at the gang violence/ tribal
warfare. What of those few black inventors and
engineers that contribute to our society. Where
did they learn these skills? Some may have
learned them from a black teacher, but
somewhere down the line, it all came from our
people. We created the technology and the
society that has allowed them to achieve this,
and we are the ones who put their ancestors in
this society. We have given these black beasts
everything!

Yet they curse us, rape us, rob us and kill us, then
demand more. The Negro blames us because
they cannot achieve what we have done. They
blame it on racism, and accuse "whitey" of
"keeping them down". Do you really think
affirmative action will solve the problem? In
over forty thousand years, the Negroid Race has
failed to accomplish even a fraction of what our
people have in the six thousand years that we
have existed. No amount of affirmative action
will ever make us equal, because it is Yahweh
who created the inherent differences between
man and beast.
What of the "Native Americans" or "American
Indians"? A little archeological study will reveal
that the majority of them were of Mongoloid
decent, though a few of them were not. The "C"
tribe (Cherokee, Choctaw, etc) were originally
Celtic and Scandinavian explorers who sailed
over to this continent a couple hundred years
before Christ, but only a remnant of them had
kept their lineage pure by the time the English
colonist arrived. You should be able to find
thousands of pages on this subject at your local
library or a Mormon Church. These Mongoloid
peoples had been here for thousands of years
before us. What had they accomplished in those
thousands of years? When we arrived, they were
using tools of stone and bone. These primitive
peoples worshipped pagan gods, and failed to
build civilizations beyond that of small tribal
units. Equal? Some say they were equal because
they respected the earth and worshiped gods of
nature and earth.
Paganism and Satanism have nothing to do with
Jesus Christ. False religions based upon
Satanism do not make one equal to a White
Christian. Why did Yahweh allow His Christian
Israel people to destroy them? Simply because
we are His children and they were inconvenient
beasts, just as the Canaanites in Canaan were an
inconvenience to our ancestors when they
captured Canaan land in the Scriptures. America
is the Promised Land of Israel (the Caucasian
peoples of the Earth).
The other branch of the Mongoloid races has
faired much better in Asia, and so claim that they
are superior to us. If one is a Satan worshiping
Buddhist they might conclude that the religions
of Asia are so peaceful and in touch with nature,
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but that counts for very little. Today we hear
much talk of Asia becoming so powerful. This
is primarily because our schools have been
mongrelized and our once-Christian society has
been mixed with false religions and anti-Christ
Jewish teachings.
This has certainly negatively affected our
productivity as a people, but has Asia surpassed
us? My friend, take a long, hard look at Asia.
These chay kiy 'adamah have not caught us. The
nation of China has existed for eight thousand
years! With the aid of Russia's technology, due
to their alliance, it is now only thirty years
behind this two-hundred-year-old nation
technologically. Culturally, China has bred a
society of slaves. This is where their competitive
advantage is.
They can produce cheap slave labor to massproduce goods. They have really caught up with
the White Race… or have they? The other
Mongoloid nations are much the same, if not
somewhat behind China, with the exception of
Japan. Japan, the emerald of eastern Asia has
really done well in the last hundred years. After

all of these thousands of years, she has finally
become a major economic power. Where did
Japan acquire her talent for technology? You
guessed it; from the White man. Our people first
invented everything that the Japanese produce.
Much like China Japan has created a culture of
slaves to do their bidding.
The point of this is that our people have given
everything to the world. The blessings that
Yahweh has bestowed upon the Caucasian race
have allowed us to create the technology that the
world uses. They have allowed us to feed the
chay kiy 'adamah who cannot produce enough
food to feed themselves, and have allowed us the
created Western Christian Civilization. What
proof is there that we are all equal? The pure
descendants of Adam are thousands of years
ahead of the beasts technologically, culturally
and spiritually. There is no room for comparison.
With that point made, it is time to go into an
in-depth study of the difference between the
Adamic Race and the pre-Adamic races in the
Scriptures. This will take some time, as we will
study both the Old and New Testament.
To be continued

The Treason Of Britain’s Metrication
By Rex Poulton
of the State itself. (Moriarty’s Police Law. 17th
edition, page 202.) Treason is to betray or
violate one’s duty of allegiance to one’s own
people and thus to one’s country in support of
any other state, power or authority. It is
disloyalty, duplicity and to undermine your own
country.

T

Imperial weights and measures for all purposes,
have been expressly authorised by the Imperial
Parliament in Westminster. No amending Act
has ever been introduced. There is no law, ruling
or edict that requires Britain’s metrication. No
White or Green Paper, mention in any political
party manifesto, Queen’s speech, Parliamentary
legislative programme or popular mandate has
ever suggested that Britain should or would
adopt the metric system.

REASON is treachery, a betraying or a
breach of faith and in law denotes the The parliament inspired mantra “The UK took
grave crime of treachery toward the the decision to adopt the metric system in 1965”
Sovereign as head of the State and any betraying is a lie. Contrived purely for political purpose,
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it is better known as the “Myth of 1965”. The
UK has never “decided” to adopt metrication.
The public have never been consulted, their
consent or agreement has never been sought let
alone given and metrication has never been
debated in Parliament. The myth arises from the
personal desire of two 1960’s civil servants and
Harold Wilson’s failed sop to the French who
refused UK admission to the EEC anyway.
These are no argument for Britain's metrication.

acted within the law. Having solemnly sworn
lifetime oaths of allegiance, each has conspired
in this treason and they continue to deceitfully
conceal the truth of their illicit activities from
the public as it has always been known that the
British people would object most violently were
they ever to find out. But they are finding out.
Considerable documentary evidence of this
criminality exists in the public domain.
(http://www.acasefortreason.org.uk/index.php/t
he-evidence-files and Hansard).

Britain is not and has never been part
No law or other binding obligation can result
of the European Union.
When he signed the European Communities Act
in 1972, then Prime Minister Edward Heath
knowingly and wilfully deceived and betrayed
the British people into foreign rule by the
EEC/EU. THAT was the most calculating and
grievous treason in British history. Upon signing,
his treason instantly removed him from lawful
office and his treasonous act failed to become
legally binding because treason has no
legitimacy and cannot do that. His then
treasonous government immediately became an
unlawful assembly since a treasonous
government is not lawful. It too, has no
legitimacy.
No parliament can
bind a successor. But
no
following
parliament has ever
reversed
Heath’s
treachery. Instead,
every
following
prime minister and
parliament
has
consciously
and
deliberately lied to
continue
Heath’s
outrageous
and
criminal
pretence
that Britain had
knowingly and willingly signed up to foreign
rule. As public servants, neither he nor they ever
had authority to make such an undertaking over
the people’s heads. Their actions are therefore,
contrary to law in several respects.

from treason or any intent by an unlawful
assembly. British law and our imperial system
of measurement therefore, remain as they were
prior to signing of the 1972 Act. That means that
the metric system has no place whatsoever in
Britain, just as before 1972. In consequence of
the above, Britain is not and has never been part
of the European Union as every Act, EU Treaty
and every statute since 1972 whether or not
given the Royal Assent, is treasonous, illegal,
null and void. So also, is any attempted standard
use of the metric scales. This naturally includes
such documents as the Weights and Measures
Act 1985, the Metric Regulations 1994 and all
EEC/EU Regulations and Directives which have
no lawful relevance here. The European Union
has no legitimate influence in Britain
whatsoever.
Neither does its Napoleonic European Law. In
any case, the superiority of British law in this
country automatically strikes down any attempt
to subvert or replace it. The pretence of
European influence is none other than
parliamentary make-believe and pure theatre by
Westminster, designed at the highest levels to
deceive and subjugate the people to foreign rule
against their will for others’ political purpose
contrary to law. It is wilful TREASON.

A succession of unlawful British parliaments
therefore, having no legitimacy, illegally and
without mandate, wilfully import and impose
upon their own people, foreign rule and
influence that has no legality in Britain. It is
based solely upon the deliberate lie that “The
UK took the decision to adopt the metric system
Every parliament since Heath’s has therefore in 1965” when in fact the people knew nothing
been and is an unlawful assembly committing about it and have been purposely betrayed.
the most atrocious act of treason against their
own people by inviting and imposing foreign Metrication for Britain has no basis in law. It has
rule over their own country. Not one has ever no popular demand or even beneficial
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practicality whatsoever. While each and every
parliament since 1972 has committed the most
unimaginable treason against their own people,
their actions have been contrary to the Treason
Act 1351, the Act of Supremacy 1559, the
Declaration and Bill of Rights 1688 and the
Treason Felony Act 1848. All of these laws are
inviolable and are in perpetuity. Under the Act
of Settlement 1700 S4, the laws of England are
the birthright of the people and cannot be taken
away. That means that use of the imperial system
of measurement in Britain is protected by law
(as it is law) and such law is the birthright of the
people. It cannot be removed.
Since 1897 the people of Britain have
consistently rejected the metric system as
“inferior, restricting, inflexible, long-winded
and of limited utility”. They have also
considered it prone to considerable error
(overlooked decimal point), having too few
units which are of impractical size and being
entirely unsuited to measurement’s needs.
These views extend also to the current sale of
certain commodities in metric sizes, all of which
are contrary to law. Surveys repeatedly show
that more than 90% of people in this country
refuse to accept or adopt the metric system.
Imperial
measurements
are the legally
b o u n d
international
standard
required for air
and sea use
around the world. Other than in the USSR, all
world wide distances are calculated in nautical
miles, yards (sea depths are also in fathoms),
feet and inches. Quantities are in pounds weight,
tons and gallons. This is because imperial units
are chosen universally for their practicality and
applicability in all air and sea measurement uses
over the metric accounting system that is
workable only in multiples of 10. In Britain,
imperial measurement remains always to be the
legally required standard in transportation and
road use. Unlike the mistaken perception of
some (sometimes induced out of fear to be seen
using the “right” units), the centimetre, metre,
kilometre, kilo and litre are not the lawful
standard British units of measurement. Those
are the inch, foot, yard, mile, pound (weight) and

gallon as required by law. They have never been
replaced.
Had the metric system been as advantageous as
claimed, it will have been readily adopted
around the world, most particularly by the
United States and British peoples. But almost
400 million people in the U.S. and Britain
choose imperial measurements exclusively. In
Canada, metrication proved so unpopular that
the government backed-down and restored
freedom to use imperial. Despite rigidly
enforced metrication in other countries, many
people around the world still choose imperial
units for their flexibility, ease of use and ready
application.
The treason of Britain’s metrication is being
reported by a growing number of angered
people across the country to the nation’s police
forces for prosecution. Under Common Law, to
be aware
as you now are, that treason has been and is
being committed but to do nothing to prevent, it
is to commit the equally serious offences of
‘Misprision of Treason at common law’
(knowing of treason committed but doing
nothing to report or prevent it) and
‘Compounding (the) Treason at common law’
(any act or inaction which effectively condones,
supports or allows the treason to continue).
These offences are tried in court as the original
treason and the legal obligation to report known
treason extends to every person in the country.
To use or represent the metric system in Britain
as the accepted legal standard British units of
measurement is knowingly or otherwise to
mislead the British public mind. Most commonly
found in British TV broadcasting and
government services, it influences the people
into believing that Britain has accepted such
foreign pressure and control as its own when it
has done nothing of the sort. It is a gravely
serious offence to undermine the British people.
It is TREASON. William Joyce was convicted
for treason and was hanged for just such
misleading influence. Since that time, treason
continues to be regarded as so serious an
undermining attack upon the British nation that
the treason laws have not changed despite certain
politicians’ personal desire to do that.
The End OS21538
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The Genesis Flood
Why the Bible Says It Must be Local
by
Rich Deem
own, you might want to read the flood account
first and find the biblical basis for a local flood.

The Bible's other creation passages
eliminate the possibility of
a global flood

Introduction
The Bible says the flood was global?
“The Bible says it. I believe it. That settles it!"

T

HE phrase is a common argument used
for those who call for the "literal
reading" of the Bible. I have no
complaints against reading the Bible literally.
However, many who claim to be literalists
apparently do not believe everything the Bible
says. Creation passages clearly say that God
caused the original global seas to be restricted never to cover the entire earth again. The Genesis
flood passage itself says that the water covered
"the entire earth" even though Noah could see
the distant mountains, indicating that the "earth"
was just the entire land of Mesopotamia.
Many Christians maintain that the Bible says that
the flood account of Genesis requires an
interpretation that states that the waters of the
flood covered the entire earth. If you read our
English Bibles, you will probably come to this
conclusion if you don't read the text too closely
and if you fail to consider the rest of your Bible.
Like most other Genesis stories, the flood
account is found in more places than just
Genesis. If you read the sidebar, you will
discover that Psalm 104 directly eliminates any
possibility of the flood being global (see Psalm
104-9 - Does it refer to the Original Creation or
the Flood?). In order to accept a global flood,
you must reject Psalm 104 and the inerrancy of
the Bible. If you like to solve mysteries on your

The concept of a global Genesis flood can be
easily eliminated from a plain reading of Psalm
104,1 which is known as the "creation psalm."
Psalm 104 describes the creation of the earth in
the same order as that seen in Genesis 1 (with a
few more details added). It begins with an
expanding universe model (reminiscent of the
Big Bang) (verse 2, parallel to Genesis 1:1). It
next describes the formation of a stable water
cycle (verses 3-5, parallel to Genesis 1:6-8). The
earth is then described as a planet completely
covered with water (verse 6, parallel to Genesis
1:9). God then causes the dry land to appear
(verses 7-8,1 parallel to Genesis 1:9-10). The
verse that eliminates a global flood follows:
"You set a boundary they [the waters] cannot
cross; never again will they cover the earth."
(Psalm 104:9) Obviously, if the waters never
again covered the earth, then the flood must have
been local. Psalm 104 is just one of several
creation passages that indicate that God
prevented the seas from covering the entire earth.
An integration of all flood and creation passages
clearly indicates that the Genesis flood was local
in geographic extent.

The Bible says water covered the
whole earth... Really?
When you read an English translation of the
biblical account of the flood, you will
undoubtedly notice many words and verses that
seem to suggest that the waters covered all of
planet earth. However, one should note that
today we look at everything from a global
perspective, whereas the Bible nearly always
refers to local geography. You may not be able
to determine this fact from our English
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translations, so we will look at the original
Hebrew, which is the word of God. The Hebrew
words which are translated as "whole earth" or
"all the earth" are kol (Strong's number H3605),
which means "all," and erets (Strong's number
H776), which means "earth," "land," "country,"
or "ground."4 We don't need to look very far in
Genesis (Genesis 2) before we find the Hebrew
words kol erets.
1. The name of the first is Pishon; it
flows around the whole [kol] land
[erets] of Havilah, where there is
gold. (Genesis 2:11)
2. And the name of the second river
is Gihon; it flows around the whole
[kol] land [erets] of Cush. (Genesis
2:13)
Obviously, the description of kol erets is
modified by the name of the land, indicating a
local area from the context. In fact, the term kol
erets is nearly always used in the Old Testament
to describe a local area of land, instead of our
entire planet.

The "whole earth" often refers to
the people not geography
However, there are
many more examples of
where kol erets is used
without reference to
any specific land,
although the context
clearly indicates a local
area. For example, in
Genesis 11 (the Tower
of Babel) the text says,
"the whole [kol] earth
[erets] used the same
language."We know
that this reference is not
really to the earth at all (and certainly not to the
"whole earth"), but to the people of the earth,
who all lived in one geographic location. It
wasn't until later that God scattered the people
over the face of the earth. There are many other
examples of where kol erets actually refers to
people rather than the geography of the "whole
earth":

1. Shall not the Judge of all [kol] the
earth [erets] deal justly?" (Genesis 18:25)
(God judges the people of the earth, not
the earth itself)
2. Now behold, today I am going the way
of all [kol] the earth [erets], and you know
in all your hearts and in all your souls that
not one word of all the good words which
the LORD your God spoke concerning you
has failed; all have been fulfilled for you,
not one of them has failed. (Joshua 23:14)
(Joshua was going the way of all people in
the earth, whose ultimate destiny is death.)
3. And all [kol] the people of the land
[erets] entered the forest, and there was
honey on the ground. (1 Samuel 14:25)
(The words "the people of" are added to
the English, since they are not found in the
Hebrew. The actual translation would be
"all the land entered the forest," obviously
referring to the people and not to the land
itself moving into the forest.)
4. While all [kol] the country [erets] was
weeping with a loud voice, all the people
passed over. (2 Samuel 15:23) (Obviously,
the earth cannot weep with a loud voice.)
5. "I am going the way of all [kol] the
earth [erets]. Be strong, therefore, and
show yourself a man. (1 Kings 2:2) (David
was going the way of all people in the
earth, whose ultimate destiny is death.)
6. He is the LORD our God; His judgments
are in all [kol] the earth [erets]. (1
Chronicles 16:14) (Judgments are done
against people, not the planet)
7. Sing to the LORD, all [kol] the earth
[erets]; Proclaim good tidings of His
salvation from day to day. (1 Chronicles
16:23) (The people sing, not the planet)
8. Tremble before Him, all [kol] the earth
[erets]; Indeed, the world is firmly
established, it will not be moved. (1
Chronicles 16:30) (This does not refer to
earthquakes!)
9. Let all [kol] the earth [erets] fear the
LORD; Let all the inhabitants of the world
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stand in awe of Him. (Psalm 33:8) (People,
not planets, fear the Lord)

Examples of where kol erets refers to
a local area include the
following verses:
1. "Is not the whole [kol] land [erets]
before you? Please separate from me: if
to the left, then I will go to the right; or
if to the right, then I will go to the left."
(Genesis 13:9) (The "whole land" was
only the land of Canaan)

10. For the choir director. A Song. A
Psalm.) Shout joyfully to God, all the
earth; (Psalm 66:1) (People shout, not the
earth)
11 "All the earth will worship Thee, And
will sing praises to Thee; They will sing
praises to Thy name." Selah. (Psalm 66:4)
(People worship, not the earth)
12. Sing to the LORD a new song; Sing to
the LORD, all [kol] the earth [erets]. (Psalm
96:1) (People sing, not the earth)
13. Worship the LORD in holy attire;
Tremble before Him, all [kol] the earth
[erets]. (Psalm 96:9) (People worship, not
the earth)
14 Shout joyfully to the LORD, all [kol]
the earth [erets]; Break forth and sing for
joy and sing praises. (Psalm 98:4) (People
shout, not the earth)
15. (A Psalm for Thanksgiving.) Shout
joyfully to the LORD, all [kol] the earth
[erets]. (Psalm 100:1) (People shout, not
the earth)
16. He is the LORD our God; His
judgments are in all [kol] the earth [erets].
(Psalm 105:7) (Judgments are done against
people, not the planet)
17. "The whole [kol] earth [erets] is at rest
and is quiet; They break forth into shouts
of joy. (Isaiah 14:7) (People shout, not the
earth)
The "whole earth" usually refers to local
geography.
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2. And the people of all [kol] the earth
[erets] came to Egypt to buy grain from
Joseph, because the famine was severe
in all the earth. (Genesis 41:57) (The
people from the Americas did not go to
Egypt)
3. Then God said, "Behold, I am going
to make a covenant. Before all your
people I will perform miracles which
have not been produced in all [kol] the
earth [erets], nor among any of the
nations; and all the people among whom
you live will see the working of the
LORD, for it is a fearful thing that I am
going to perform with you. (Exodus
34:10) (There would be no need to add
"nor among any of the nations" if "all
the earth" referred to the entire planet.)
4. You shall then sound a ram's horn
abroad on the tenth day of the seventh
month; on the day of atonement you
shall sound a horn all [kol] through your
land [erets]. (Leviticus 25:9) (The
Hebrews were not required to sound a
horn throughout the entire earth)
5. Thus for every [kol] piece [erets] of
your property, you are to provide for the
redemption of the land. (Leviticus
25:24) (The law does not apply only to
those who own the entire earth)
6. Behold, I will put a fleece of wool on
the threshing floor. If there is dew on
the fleece only, and it is dry on all [kol]
the ground [erets], then I will know that
Thou wilt deliver Israel through me, as
Thou hast spoken." (Judges 6:37, see
also 6:39-40) (kol erets could not refer
to the entire earth, since it would not be
possible for Gideon to check the entire
earth)

7. And Jonathan smote the garrison of
the Philistines that was in Geba, and the
Philistines heard of it. Then Saul blew
the trumpet throughout [kol] the land
[erets], saying, "Let the Hebrews hear."
(1 Samuel 13:3) (Obviously, Saul could
not have blown a trumpet loud enough
to be heard throughout the entire earth)
8. For the battle there was spread over
the whole [kol] countryside [erets], and
the forest devoured more people that
day than the sword devoured. (2 Samuel
18:8) (No, the battle did not take place
over the entire earth.)
9. So when they had gone about through
the whole [kol] land [erets], they came
to Jerusalem at the end of nine months
and twenty days. (2 Samuel 24:8) (No
they didn't go through the entire earth,
just the lands of Palestine.)
19. And all [kol] the earth [erets] was
seeking the presence of Solomon, to
hear his wisdom which God had put in
his heart. (1 Kings 10:24) (It is
unlikely that the Native Americans
went to see Solomon.)
20. Then the fame of David went out
into all [kol] the lands [erets]; and the
LORD brought the fear of him on all
the nations. (1 Chronicles 14:17) (It is
unlikely that the Native Americans
knew about David.)

famous and glorious throughout all
[kol] lands [erets]. (1 Chronicles 22:5)
(The temple was famous to all the
lands in the Middle East, but was
destroyed before the advent of
globalism.)
22. And they were bringing horses for
Solomon from Egypt and from all
[kol] countries [erets]. (2 Chronicles
9:28) (It is unlikely that the Chinese
brought horses to Solomon)
23. Many more examples
As can be seen above, in the majority of
instances kol erets does not refer to the entire
planet earth. In fact, of the 205 instance of kol
erets in the Old Testament, it might refer to the
entire planet just 40 times, and even some of
those are questionable. About half of those
instance occur in the books of Psalms and Isaiah.
The Genesis flood narrative also uses the phrase
"the face of the earth." This is the exact phrase
used by Cain when he was banished by God
(Genesis 4:14). Are we to think that Cain was
banished to outer space? In addition, the flood
narrative says that "the water increased and lifted
up the ark, so that it rose above the earth"
(Genesis 7:17). If "earth" really refers to the
planet, this text would imply that the ark
somehow levitated above the planet. Obviously,
"earth" refers to the local land on which the ark
was sitting, and not to planet earth.

How could the text have more clearly
indicated a global flood?
I am glad you asked! There is a Hebrew word
that always refers to the entire earth or the entire
inhabited earth. The word is tebel (Strong's
H8398), which is found 37 times in the Old
Testament. Curiously, this word is never used to
describe the flood, although it is used extensively
to describe the creation of the earth and the
judgment of the peoples of the earth.
The Local Flood - from the Genesis text
Erets revisited

21. And David said, "My son Solomon
is young and inexperienced, and the
house that is to be built for the LORD
shall be exceedingly magnificent,

Let's look at the actual Genesis flood passage to
determine if it can be interpreted from a local
viewpoint. As we determined above, the word
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erets, often translated "earth" can also refer to did not actually refer to all flesh, since there was
the people of the earth. Is it used this way in the at least one exception.
actual Genesis flood passage?

Local perspective of the flood
1. Now the earth was corrupt in the sight of God,
and the earth was filled with violence. (Genesis
6:11)
2. And God looked on the earth, and behold, it
was corrupt; for all flesh had corrupted their way
upon the earth. (Genesis 6:12)
3. I set My bow in the cloud, and it shall be for
a sign of a covenant between Me and the earth.
(Genesis 9:13)
4. Genesis 6, verses 11 and 12 both tell us that
the earth was corrupt, although we understand
this verse to refer to the people of the earth.
Likewise, in Genesis 9:13, the verse tells us that
God made a covenant between Himself and the
earth. However, later verses clarify that the
covenant is between God and the creatures of the
earth. The Genesis text clearly establishes (along
with the New Testament) that God's judgment
of humans was universal (with the exception of
Noah and his family).

Does the Genesis text indicate that the flood was
local? If you read it carefully, you can determine
that the perspective is local. Most English
translations are actually interpretations that are
intentionally skewed to favour a global flood
interpretation. For example, Genesis 7:20 is
usually translated as:

Outside Genesis one (through Genesis 2:5), the
entire Genesis account through the Tower of
Babel (Genesis 11) specifically refers to local
geography. All the place names mentioned are
in the Mesopotamian flood plain. Therefore, all
the instances of the word erets can and should
be translated "land," instead of "earth," since it
all refers to local geography. There is no reason
to think that the flood account is any different
from the rest of the Genesis account through
chapter 11.

In reality, the Hebrew word ma‛al, translated
"higher" really means "upward." So, in essence,
the text is saying that the flood was 15 cubits (20
feet) deep, in total, not 15 cubits above the
mountains. In addition, the Hebrew word har
really refers most often to hills rather than
mountains. See below.

The water prevailed fifteen cubits higher, and
the mountains were covered. (Genesis 7:20)

The translators of most English Bibles use the
word "earth," which to us means "planet earth."
However, their mistranslation can clearly be seen
in the following passage:

When "all" does not mean "all"
The flood passage uses many universal
descriptions, which suggest global proportions.
However, the universal text contradicts itself, if
it is to be interpreted globally. For example, the
Genesis text tells us that all flesh had become
corrupted. However, the same passage tells us
that Noah was a "righteous man, blameless in
his time."It is clear from the text that "all flesh"

1. Gen 8:5 And the water decreased
steadily until the tenth month; in the tenth
month, on the first day of the month, the
tops of the mountains became visible.
2. Gen 8:6 Then it came about at the end
of forty days, that Noah opened the
window of the ark which he had made;
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days later (Genesis 8:6), Noah sent a dove out
of the ark (Genesis 8:8). However, the dove was
unable to land because of all the water (Genesis
8:9). Then, the text tells us that water was "on
the surface of all the earth." This is obviously a
4. Gen 8:8 Then he sent out a dove from
bad translation of kol erets, since we know that
him, to see if the water was abated from
the water had not covered the mountains for at
the face of the land;
least 40 days. The context makes it clear that kol
erets must refer to local geography and should
be translated as the "all the land" or "all the
5. Gen 8:9 but the dove found no resting
ground." In fact, all our major English
place for the sole of her foot, so she
translations (NASB, NIV, KJV, etc.) make this
returned to him into the ark; for the water
same error. It is no wonder that people who read
was on the surface of all the earth. Then
the English translation of the Bible "literally"
he put out his hand and took her, and
come to the conclusion that the flood must have
brought her into the ark to himself.
been global. However, it is apparent that our
English "translations" of the Genesis flood text
We see that in the tenth month, the mountains are more than just "translations," but actually
became visible to Noah (Genesis 8:5). Some 40+ interpretations (and probably incorrect ones at
that). To be continued.
3. Gen 8:7 and he sent out a raven, and it
flew here and there until the water was
dried up from the earth.

How Obvious Is It That Athena's Great Temple, The
Parthenon, Is A Temple To The Eve Of Genesis?

T

O begin, here
are
seven
reasons why it
is very obvious that
Athena is Eve:
1. The Judeo-Christian
tradition traces the
current
state
of
humanity back to a
woman, a serpent, and
a tree. Athena's idolimage shows us the woman and the serpent, but
where is the tree? The very core of the statue is
wood—a tree. In both the Greek and JudeoChristian traditions, a tree is at the core of what
happened between a woman and a serpent.
2. Athena’s very name speaks of Eve. In Genesis
3:4, the serpent promised Eve that when she ate
the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil “you shall not surely die.” In the most
ancient Greek writing, the name of the goddess
first appears as ATHANA. The word
THANATOS in ancient Greek means death.
A-THANATOS signifies deathlessness. A-thana
is the shortened form of A-thanatos meaning the
deathless one, or more specifically, the

embodiment of the serpent’s promise to Eve that
she would never die, but would be as the gods,
knowing good and evil. Through Athana(tos),
later called Athena, the serpent has made good
his promise to Eve (Athena and Eden, Chapter
3).
3. Note that the serpent rises up next to Athena
as a friend. In Genesis, Yahweh had condemned
the serpent to crawl on its belly as a deceiver of
humanity, yet all who entered the Parthenon to
worship or admire the great statue were forced
to look up to both Athena and the serpent. That
is because the Greek religious system, the very
opposite of the Judeo-Christian, was based on
the notion that the serpent had enlightened
humanity in paradise.
4. Athena holds Nike in her right hand, the hand
of power. Nike symbolizes Victory—Eve’s
victory for humanity when she ate the fruit
offered by the serpent. Athena is the only
goddess in Greek art who is ever pictured
holding Nike.
5. On the front of her aegis, or goatskin, which
covered her chest and the top of her back, Athena
wore the head of the Gorgon Medusa—the head
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of serpents. The aegis is a symbol of authority. which they surely would be if that’s what their
The source of Athena’s authority is the head of name meant. Maza means barley cake. Kain was
serpents.
a server of the ground (Genesis 4:2) out of which
the barley grows. An “a” in front of a Greek
6. Meeting the ancient Greeks at eye level as they word often is the equivalent of our “non” or
entered the Parthenon was the statue base of the “un.” The Amazons were known as nomadic and
great idol-image of Athena. In the centre of it, not servers of the ground; that is, not those who
surrounded by the gods giving her gifts, stood a raise barley and make cakes. A-mazon would
sculpted Pandora—the woman who according thus identify them as not part of the line of Kain;
to Greek myth was responsible for letting evil that is, not believers in the wisdom of the ancient
out into the world. Could not a schoolchild grasp serpent (Athena and Kain, pages 152-53). The
that Athena’s gold and ivory grandeur above shield is a symbol of defence. Athena defends
Pandora was literally based on this obvious the Greek religious system from the inroads of
picture of Eve?
the daughters of Ares (Seth).
7. To view the great idol-image of Athena, the
Greeks had to pass under the centre of the east
pediment. Depicted there was the birth of
Athena. Myth described her, and vases depicted
her, as being born full-grown out of Zeus, a
picture of Eve being born full-grown out of
Adam.

Eve by Albrecht
Dürer
Based on the above
seven explanations,
Athena may as well
have worn a sign
around her neck
saying, "Hello, I'm
the Eve of Genesis."
For four additional,
less obvious, more
detailed, and very
compelling reasons
why Athena's temple
is a temple to the Eve
of Genesis
8. The sculpture on
Athena’s huge shield
depicted the Greeks
defeating the Amazons. The Greeks hated the
Amazons and had to conquer them because they
were children of the despised Ares, a deification
of Adam and Eve’s youngest son, Seth (Athena
and Kain, Chapter 5). The Greeks were part of
the line of Kain; the Amazons, part of the line of
Seth. The idea that the Amazons cut off their
right breast so that it might not interfere with the
use of the bow, and that the name thus means
“breastless” is a fable. Amazons are never
pictured in sculpture or painting without a breast

9. On the inside of Athena’s great shield, Greek
artists painted the Greek gods defeating the
Giants. The same theme decorated the 14 east
metopes on the outside of Athena’s temple. The
defeat of the Giants, who represented the
Yahweh-believing sons of Noah, is the
culminating event, the great celebration, of
ancient Greek religion. The rebellion of Hermes
in Babylon, the rebirth of the serpent’s Eve, the
replacement of Nereus/Noah with Poseidon as
god of the sea, the rebirth of the line of Kain in
Athens, and the labours and conquests of
Herakles, all pertain to it or lead up to it. This is
the fundamental assertion made by the ancient
poets, vase-artists, and sculptors: the Greek gods
have defeated the Giants: the Greek religious
system has overcome the Yahweh-believing sons
of Noah, and Athena, the serpent’s Eve, rules the
Greek world (Athena and Kain, Chapter 15).

10. As we know from the story of Oedipus, Hera
originally controlled the sphinx, a riddle-uttering
winged monster with the head of a woman and
the body of a lion. By the fifth century BC when
Phidias constructed the great statue of Athena
Parthenos, the sphinx and her enigmatic power
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belonged to Athena, as we know from its image
atop her war helmet. Athena’s possession of the
sphinx shows that her authority supercedes that
of Hera, the original primal Eve from before the
Flood (Athena and Eden, Chapter 5). The wings
of the sphinx symbolize power in the heavens;
the body of the lion, power on earth; and the
woman’s head represents the mysterious Eve,
mother of all living.

11. Sculpted on Athena’s sandals were the
Lapiths (Flint-chippers) losing a battle to the
Kentaurs. This lost battle was also depicted on
24 of the 32 metopes on the south side of the
Parthenon. These Kentaurs, half-men/halfhorses, represented the line of Seth before the
Flood, and for a short time after it. Greek artists
often depicted Kentaurs as carrying branches.
To the Greeks, who did not believe in a CreatorGod, they represented a “strange branch” of
humanity. The Greeks blamed the Kentaurs for
the destruction of the line of Kain during the
Flood. In Athena’s Parthenon, it’s after the Flood
now.
The line of Kain has been reestablished in
Athens and Greece. The Kentaurs, and that
embarrassing defeat, are now, literally, under
Athena’s feet. The line of Kain is vindicated, and
the enemies of the serpent’s system are underfoot
(Athena and Kain, Chapters 6 and 7).

Mysterious Double Coffin Found At King Richard III
Car Park Site (From Our Midland Correspondent)
Archaeologi
sts have
discovered a
mysterious
coffin-withina-coffin from
the same
Leicester car
park where
England's
King Richard
III was
famously
buried for 500
years.

"None of us in the team have ever seen a lead
coffin within a stone coffin before. We will now
need to work out how to open it safely, as we
don't want to damage the contents when we are
opening the lid."

It took eight people to lift the stone lid from the
outer coffin, which is more than 2 metres long,
60 cm wide at one end and 30 cm wide at the
other, the university said.

Laboratory tests will be carried out on the lead
coffin, which was found inside the stone casket,
before it can be opened but archaeologists
Experts returned to the site of the former Grey suspect it may be one of the friary's founders or
Friars Church at the beginning of July to learn a medieval monk.
more about the area, only to find a full intact
stone casket with a lead coffin inside.
The same team of university archaeologists had The grave could belong to one of three
previously discovered English King Richard III's prestigious figures known to be buried at the
skeleton in the remains of the friary church, now friary, Peter Swynsfeld, who died in 1272;
located under Leicester City Council's social William of Nottingham, who died in 1330 - who
both headed of the Grey Friars order in England
services department.
- or Sir William de Moton of Peckleton, who
died between 1356 and 1362. The End
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The Stone of Destiny – A Scottish Icon
Editor: this item was passed on by a Scottish
reader for passing on this item which was
recently published in Edinburgh. It is interesting
that mention is made to it being the stone on
which Jacob laid his head. Hopefully this will
prod some of our brethren in Scotland to dig into
history and discover from whence they are hewn.

This block of sandstone has had a tempestuous
history, having spent most of the last 700 years
being hidden, captured and fought over. For
centuries, it served as the seat on which Scottish
kings were inaugurated at Scone near Perth.
Today, a replica of the Stone sits in the grounds
of Scone Palace.
In 1296, the ‘Hammer of the Scots’, Edward I
of England had the stone forcibly removed and
sent to London’s Westminster Abbey where it
was enclosed within a new throne, the
Coronation Chair, as pictured below. Since then
the Stone has been used in the coronation of
English monarchs and from 1714 all the
sovereigns of Great Britain (apart from Edward
VIII, who was never crowned).

This week August 21, 2013 we are focusing on It remained at Westminster until, on Christmas
Day 1950, four Scottish students removed the
a Scottish Icon – The Stone of Destiny.
stone from the Abbey, accidentally breaking it
Sitting alongside the Honours of Scotland, (the in to two in their haste. A nationwide hunt
oldest crown jewels in the British Isles) it may followed with the Scottish/English Border closed
not be the most eye-catching object in the room for the first time in 400 years. It resurfaced some
in which it resides however, what it lacks in four months later following a huge public outcry,
impact, it more than makes up for in history and discovered in Arbroath Abbey draped in a
myth. According to legend, Jacob, father of Saltire. It was soon returned to Westminster
Joseph in the Old Testament, used the ancient Abbey where, two years later, in 1953, it was
stone as a pillow when he dreamt of a ladder to used at the coronation of HM The Queen.
heaven. Others believe the Stone to have been
created in various parts of Ireland and Scotland.

On St Andrews Day 1996, the Stone of Destiny
finally returned to Scotland and its permanent
home of Edinburgh Castle following John
Major’s announcement to the House of
Commons on 3 July that year. It will only ever
leave Scotland again when there is a royal
coronation at Westminster Abbey. Keir Booth,
Marketing Executive, Edinburgh Castle
The End OS51543
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Britain’s Road System c AD 85
From the book - “Advanced History of Great Britain”
by T. E. Tout, MA - 1912
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IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

Pastor Eli James on Air

The Voice of Christian Israel
Sundays 2pm GMT- 9am
EST
http://www.republicbroadcas
ting.org/
CD 127 minutes [Listen to audio clip] $16.00
Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.
The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—

Christogenos
Fridays 8pm EST- 1am
GMT Saturday

http://www.talkshoe.com/t
c/30258
http://www.iftruthbeknown.net/index.php/about/
A wide range of Literature and rare
book reprints in hard copy, reasonably
priced, now available from the Christ's
Assembly web site:
http://christsassembly.com/literature.htm

TalkShoe

FOR THE REAL
NEWS

The Kingdom Message

http://www.youtube.com/user/ukcol

Saturdays 10.30am (EST) 3.30pm (GMT)
http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/talk
Cast.jsp?masterId=73940&cmd=tc

Rev. Stephen Michael

Announcements
The Christian Defence
League

GERMANY’S OWN
IDENTITY MAGAZINE

New Christian Crusade Church
PO Box 25
Mandeville, LA 70470. USA.
Tel. No. +1 6017498565

The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The
Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus
Mountains Into Europe
By
Pastor Eli James
The above PowerPoint presentation is
available at Pastor Eli’s website:

www.anglo-saxonisrael.com
Parts 1 - 6 plus a short introduction
can now be viewed or downloaded the latest addition part 6 covers the
German people in relation to the
migrations of the Tribes of Israel.

The New Ensign
Can be contacted
by e-mail
thenewensign@gmail.com

Previous Issues
are archived at
newensign.christsassembly.com

CONTACT
pia-6@t-online.de
Lawful Rebellion
Meetings
Reclaim Our Sovereignty

Watch this space for
future events
The British Constitution Group
7 Holland Road
Wallasey
Wirral
CH45 7QZ
Telephone 07813 529 383
Emailinfo@thebcgroup.org.uk

